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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Kate Chopin in Transition
From Local Color to Naturalism
My thesis concentrates on Mrs. Katherine 0 1 Flaherty Chopin,
a Southerner who published between 1889 and 1899, and who, for
years, was considered an obsolete Local Colorist. She is now
enjoying a revival of interest which mu.st be attributed to her
itnportance as a writer who exhibited those precepts upon which
modern literature is based - those found in the movements of
Realism and Naturalism.
With literary roots in the Local Color mode, Mrs. Chopin's
early works exemplify, to some extent at least, all of its principles.
While she falters somewhat in the dominant literary technique, we
find the Local Colorist's emphasis on geography, characters, and
especially in sympathetic treatment of common people.
Kate Chopin moves quickly out of Local Color into the
emerging Realism of her time and the bulk of her writing lies
within this mode. The general characteristics of Howells ' Realism
abound. This study takes a detailed look at those characteristics
and at her use of plot, development of characters, and recurrent
themes within the Realistic mode.
Yirs. Chopin f�her evidences a progression toward the
Naturalism fostered by Emile Zola. She categorically rejects the
technique of this mode, but reveals leanings toward its philosophy.
She is beginning to accept the animalism of man and to see him as
a product of his heredity and environment, evidence of which is
seen especially L11 Edna Pontellier, the heroine of her final
publication, The Awakening. That she has moved, from her start
in Local Color through Realism, to the edge, at least, of this
movement would indicate, I believe, her importance as a transitional
writer.
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INTRODUCTIOO

Several years ago, in a course, Literature of the South,
I became interested in the Local Color movement and not long
ago when one or these writers, Mrs. Katherine O'Flaherty Chopin,
was resurrected in a good biography, Kate Chopin, by Per Seyersted
and, to some extent, by the popular woman's magazine, Redbook,
which republished her fine book, The Awakening, I thought that
she might be a good subject for a thesis.

I was especially

interested in the fact that her novel was relevant to a time much
removed from those times in which The Awakening was first published.
With this in mind it occurred to me that Mrs. Chopin was no mere
writer from a movement that, at best, lasted about a generation,
but that she had

IllUCh

more to offer.

I, therefore, set about

reading her works with the purpose of seeing how these works,
short stories and novels, conform not only to the principles or

the Loca1 Color mo"fement but also incorporated the principles
of two great literar, moTitments which rorm the basis ot our
present day llterar, output, Reali.am and Naturalism.
The beginnings o! the Loca1 Color movement in America
are round in the efforts or a heterogenous population f1naJ17
to unite itself through mutual understanding.

The Civil War,

especiall,- the surrender at Appomattox, had forced finally the
realization that the nation was one unified whole.

Following

the war, the "spectacular expansion or railroads in all directions"
made people aware of many existing sections.1 As the nation grew,
there also grew a "lively feeling ot local patriotism" 2 based
upon the particular economic and political characteristics of
these sections.

In general, the sense of sectionalism was

powerful in the post-war period.

Also powerful was the realization,

by the population at large, or the vastness ot American geography.
Writers' .&ttempts to incorporate "in one outlook the huge and
varied nature ot the national domain" were forced back "into an
easier· sectional groove. 11 3

Fiction was, of course, seeking new

materials, and there was readily available in the vast new country
an abundance of sectional attitudes and peculiarities to be
exploited.

The simultaneous growt.h of cities, encouraged by new

scientific developments which nourished i.JXiustrial growth charac
terized by a developing regimentation in the lives of the inhabitants,
fostered "a lively interest in the Taried life of the pron.nces. 11 4
The Local Color moTement in the post-war South was further
motivated by an attempt to preserve the best or anta-bellum da.r-,.

Appomattox forced an awareness that standardization woul.d soon
enough encroach upon the colorful past.

It became vital,

there!ore, to record the unique characteristics of the localities
in order to preserve them historically.

Southern writers depended

on the Northern press fo� publication and thus was another stricture
imposed, for although Northern readers were "intensely interested
in eccentricities of Southern speech, manners, and codes ot conduct,
they insisted that the literature be non-partisan in letter and
in spirit. 11 5 The "unarticulated motive" of the Southern Local
Colorist became, therefore, to record for posterity the 11 qua.int
and vastly charming" uniqueness of an area which would quickly
be sacrificed to the encroachment of standardization.6
Mrs. Chopin was to take upon herself the task of recording
this uniqueness, but at the same time she was influenced by the
encroachment of standardization, the New Realism.
seeds o! Realism can

be

Indeed, the

found in the Local Color movement.

There was in this movement an obYious necessity for accuracy in
portraying the region _ the cornerstone for the ensuing movement into
Realism.

In addition, there were great socio-religious changes

the ma.king.

in

Just four years after publication of' perhaps the m;,st

famous local Color novel, Harriet Beecher Stow' s Uncle Tom's Cabin,
Darwin advanced his theory of' evolution which was e�ntually to
shake man's understanding of and faith in himself as a spiritual
being.

Momentous advances

in

technology wre at the same time

inflating industrial. complexes which in turn assumed world leader
ship_ economically and politically. 7 The cherished old agricultural

society ot the Local Colorists began to disappear and, in its
pl.ace, a new industrialized one was dewloping.
_..-- -------- --

Or

to pu:t it

In the last half or the Nineteenth Century, writes

better:

Robert Spiller, people lfere groping their "way in a world ot

thought made unfamiliar by ideas born or science.11 8 The "onrush
ot industry

am

technology'' evolved a ch&n&e in human manners

and mores. 9 Literary figures were forced to follow this change
of values - from those of uncentralized localities to those ot an
integrated society dominated by huge metropolitan centers.1O

------

Accurate presentation of tacts, rooted in the Local Color mo"fement,
began, therefore, to assume ever greater importance, ushering in
the period of Realism in literature.

The .foremost spokesman for

this movement was William Dean Howells who set down and clari.fied
those precepts of Realism tor which he also waged a vigorous
campaign.

His highly successful effort was for awareness of the

literary value in everyday life_ .for the close scrutiny of c0111110n
people and for the drama in their ordinary lives.

The most obvious

restriction he placed upon Realists lay in his persistent demand
for tastefulness_ in fact, for the actual avoidance of such
unpleasant subjects as divorce, sex, and violence.
springboard Howells ' Criticism and Fiction:

Using as my

And other Essays.

I intend to restate those principles he expounded and illustrate
from Mrs. Chopin's works how she does and does not conform to the
Realistic mode in literature.
As Proi'essor QuiM has observed, the influence of science
upon literature is usually indirect because of differences in their
Tii

respective methods and purposes. ll

The

emergence in the Jli.d--

1800 1 s ot lriological science, however, exerted a more power!ull,
direct influence - the criticism directed against the Bible and
orthodox Christian..\ty.12

Science and religion found the=selves

to be in direct conflict as empirical tacts and technological
theories began to pile up, a conflict agitated especially by the
Darwinian theory of the origin or man.

Herbert Spencer was

re:,ponsible, to a large extent in America, for keeping the term
11

evolution" omnipresent.

lJ

Resounding with a persistence

second

only to Darwin I s, his voice reflected the p,Uosophy or determinism _
not the optimism "of hope but of assurance 11 14 _ specifically, that
the ultimate achievement of society lay in the triumph of science.
Toward the end of the century, Darwin's theory began to permeate
the thinking of society.

Man, in his Christian orthodox position

as one created only a little lower than the angels, toppled to
the status of a purely mechanical creature made up of elements
both environmental and hereditary.

And with this toppling began

the emergence of Naturalism as a major literary trend.
Treated by A. H. Quinn as "advanced realism, 11 1 5 Naturalism
demanded the exploration of underlying meanings of truth, even
in the most sordid aspects of life.

Science was demanding

11

a new

definition of nature and its part in human destiny," and literary
figures were forced to find "new techniques with which to reinterpret
the unchanging central issues of human experience in terms of
Naturalism. 1116

The most glaring characteristic which distinguishes

this mode from the Realism of Ho-wells is the frank treatment of sex.17

viii

Around the last of the Nineteenth

and

the beginning or the Tlrentieth

Centuries we find that taboos against wlgar language and obscene

subjects gradually crumbled to literary trends which allowed anything.18
✓

Emile Zola, the voice of authority for Naturalism, set forth his
arguments for the mode

in

11

The Experimental Novel" which provides

the foundation tor my study and the examination of Kate Chopin
in light of this major literary influence.
Katherine O'Flaherty Chopin's first publication appeared
in 1889, her last - The Awakening_ in 1899.

During one decade,

she was responsible for a prolific 9utput, especially short stories,
and in order to keep the reader oriented, I shall make a brief
reference to the plot of each story when it is first mentioned.
This decade of her publications represents an astounding growth
and

developnent in literary trends_ beginning as it does on the

ebbing wave of Local Color, witnessing the crest of Realism,
evolving in the direction of Naturalism.

and

This deeade of startling

transition is well reflected in Mrs. Chopin's writings. She is
a transitional writer or significance, the evidence of which will,
I believe, emerge in the following study.

ix

CHAPI'ER I

LOCAL COLOR

The Local Color movement was the result of the times in
which it developed.

The War between the States having finally

proved the unity of the nation, there arose an interest in other
sections of the country.

The differences in thoughts, emotions,

and ideas were so diverse that an "American Novel!' seemed an
impossibility.

!'Americans, region to region, slip the tether of

uniformity, !I comments Professor Warfel.1 Many varied sketches of
regional life must, therefore, be viewed in relative proxi:nity to
perceive that broader landscape which is America.

Thus Local

Color, sectional in nature, was born and prospered.
In itself, the �ovement proved the unity of a diversified
nation, for the lifeblood of prolific Southern pens was the Northerr.
press and its reading public.

The paradox of this proof lies in

tr.e harmlessness of Local Color, at once its great blessing and

great curse.

To stay allve in the press, Southern writers had to

pose no threat to the culture of the North.

At the same time,

they adamantly refused to question or criticize any aspect or
Southern society. 2 The result or this paradox is a body of sket·ches
designed primarily to entertain and if it :,erved to in.form, also, well, that was all the better.
The term "Local Color" has been used loosely since its
demise as a major mvement around the beginning o.f the Twentieth
Century.

Motivated largely by mercenary- considerations, Local

Color writers developed no strict guidelines for themselves.
There seem to have been no critics issuing treatises on the subject.
The authors simply wrote what was accept,ed for publication.

Only

through retrospection can the mode be generalized into a category
and dissected into principles.

Unfortunately, this effort, if it

has ever been attempted, seems never to have succeeded.

Merrill

Maguire Skaggs has made major contributions in this direction
with the publication of The Folk of Southern Fiction, in which
she focuses on the characters of Southern Literature.

Characteri

zation, however, is often less important than other aspects of
the Local Color movement.

Mrs. Skaggs' contributions are, therefore,

only the beginning, albeit a good and useful one, of a comprehensive
outline of those principles inherent to the oovement which shall be
the consideration of this section.
The present attempt to delineate the principles of Local
Color will focus on three broad categories:

literary technique;

the importance of geographic setting; and characterization,
2

especially the treatment of common people.

The elements which

compose each category will be discussed and applied to the
writings of Kate Chopin, indicating those areas in which she
fits the pattern of the Local Colorist.
LITERARY TECHNIQUE
The Local Color movement, fostered and nurtured by the
condition of the times_ specifically, by the efforts of a
diversified nation to unite itself through an understanding of
heterogeneous cultures within its physical boundaries_ crested
upon its harmlessness, upon its refusal to criticize any aspect
of that regional society with which it dealt while clearly defining
that society.

Southern HU!!lor, the forerun..�er of Local Color,

had provided the oral tradition, a technique adopted by Local
Color because it could be used to prevent criticism of the society
on which it would focus.

By tellL�g the story through a narrator,

the Local Colorist could avoid confrontation of the deep, dark
psyche of his characters.3

The reader could interpret only as

the narrator wanted him to interpret.
Another aspect of the oral tradition was the asstunption
that the reader knew the community.

Consequently, the author

could plunge instantly into his story without the literary
necessity of long, descriptive passages.

By avoiding boring

descriptions, he was able to capitalize on the existing interest
of the public.

The entertainment function of the movement dictated,

also, the final element of the Local Color technique, that of the

3

happy ending.

The Local Color movement gained historic importance

because of its ability to sooth the fevered emotions

or a bestirred

nation.
Spoken stories, which had abounded among humorists, were
able to "capture the flavor and the accent of Southern speech_;,4
We have already seen that a major function of Local Color was
the accurate portrayal of a region limited in geographic proportions.
A spoken story naturally indicates the presence of a narrator,
whose greater function is to hold that impenetrable shield which
keeps readers as far as possible from the dark and complex psyche
of the characters. To this purpose 100st authors employed double
narrators, one repeating the story told to

him

by another, which,

in effect, created a double shield.5 This technique allowed the

greatest opportunity for manipulation of details, enabling the
author to create a desired impression.
Kate Chopin has not used the double narrator but once and
has, in fact, seldom employed a single narrator to tell her stories.
Papa Konrad, in "With the Violin, 11 is the only narrator who
obviously arwanges details to create a particular impression.
In this tale, he tells his grandchildren the story of a young
man whose picture hangs above the fireplace in their home.

Cal.lL,g

him an angel without wings, he relates how this man had prevented
the suicide of a desperate old man by the heavenly music of his
violin.

The old man, hungry and without work or hope of getting

any, had prepared to drink poison when the melodious strains
carried him back to the hope of youth.

4

Papa Konrad's grandchildren

ask what became ot the young man and are told that he has remained
a friend to the old man since that time, and that he is going to
have Christmaa dinner with them the next day.

The children remind

their grandfather that they are expecting a great orchestra leader
!or dinner, to which he replies,

11

Ah?

to be sure - to be S\ll'e,

Papa Konrad is getting old and forgets things. 116

Typically Local

Col.or, he gives only as many details as are absolutely necessary.
The reader must draw his own conclusions but Papa Konrad's
manipul.ation ass\ll'es what that conclusion will be.
The story of

0 La

Belle Zoraide" is told by Manna-Loulou

to Madame Delisle, a childish woman who always demands a bedtime
story- before going to sleep.

The mulatto Zoraide was reared in

ladylike fashion by- her mistress, Madame Delarivi�re, and constantly
reminded that when she married

11

It must be in a way to do honor"

(vol. 1, p. 304) to her upbringing.

Zoraide finds herself

passionately infatuated, however, with Mazor who, being negro, is
considered unacceptable by her mistress.

When Zoraide becomes

pregnant, Mezor is sent away; and, when her baby boy is born,
Madame Delariviere sends him away, telling Zoraide that he died
shortly after birth.

The last hope that she will possess any

part of Mezor fades and the promising young mulattress is doomed
to a life of madness.

The narrator here forces us to sympathize

with La Belle Zoraide by preventing any other point of view.
There is more than one side to any conflict, but when we must see
through the eyes of a narrator, our perception is limited to that
of the narrator.

5

nThe Going Away of Liza, 11 Mrs • Chopin's only example or
double narration, illustrates a different function of the narrator.
A group of men, functioning as a single narrator, are gathered
around a stove in the train station conveying rumors they have
heard, removing the reader at least two steps from the characters
of the story.

Their gossip provides the background.

According

to hear-say, when Liza-Jane had married Abner Rydon, maey peopJ.e
thought it was a poor match and 'When she had lef't Abner and run
of! to the city, few were surprised.

Their gossipy conversation

limits the scope of reader perception lfhich expands, however,
with the action in the story, at which point Mrs. Chopin D10ves
to the third person, omniscient, objective point of view.

Liza

returns on Christmas Eve and arrives at Abner's door_ cold,
hungry, and frightened.

A moment of stunned silence is broken

when Abner, prompted by his mother, reaches out to Liza, enfolding
her in his welcoming embrace.

By employing two separate points

of-view _ those of the narrators and the third-person_ Mrs. Chopin
deJaJnstrates differences in perception.

The match between Abner

and Liza seems t.IDWOrkable in the eyes of narrators. The reader
learns, through the direct approach however, that the union has
promise.

Mrs. Chopin may well be mak:i ng a state�nt here regarding

her preference for credibility in story telling, a statement
further supported by that infrequency with which she uses a
narrator.
Assuming our familiarity with an area, the Local Colorist
is allowed to plunge instantly into the story.
6

Important details

emerge slowly throughout the story, frequently preventing complete
understandd:ng until its conclusion.

Mamouche is the source of

mischief in "The Lilies, 11 therefore providing the force which
motivates the story.

Just for run, he removes the bars which

confine Widow Angele 's calf to the pasture and those fence rails
which protect Mr. Billy's young crop of cotton and corn.

The

inevitable result _ the calf devouring the crops _ leads Mr.
Billy angrily to the widow's home.

Though mystified as to how

their calf had escaped, both she and her daughter Marie Louise are
genuinely sorry.

In an effort to repay Mr. Billy, with something

to provide pleasure at least, Marie Louise cuts armfuls of lilies
from their yard and carries them to him.

Touched by this show or

atonement, Mr. Billy spruces himself up in his best clothes and
strikes out for his first visit with the Widow Angele.

11

The

Lilies" begins with "That little vagabond Mamouche amused himself
one afternoon" (vol. l, p. 194) and three sentences later the
story is galloping on its own volition.

We understand nothing

of this little rascal, however, until he returns in 11 Mamouche"
and confesses to that mischief and to others of which he is
guilty.
When details are necessary at the beginning, they are
tightly compacted so that an explosion of impressions and questions
quickly occurs.

Consider the first paragraph in "Wiser Than a God:"

"You might at least show some distaste for the
task, Paula," said Mrs. Von Stoltz, in her querulous
invalid voice, to her daughter who stood before the
glass bestowing a few final embellishments upon an
othenri.se plain toilet. (vol. 1, p. 39)
7

In one sentence, the reader learns that Mrs. Von Stoltz is an
invalid, that Paula is her dal18hter, that they are not wealthy, and
that some task, about which he becomes curious, will ensue.
Paula is a talented musician who is forced by economic hardship
to per.form tor local dances.

Admittedly such performances are

beneath her abilities, but she accepts the necessity gracefully
and even quite cheerfully, while her mother cr.inges under those
forces which prostitute her daughter's talent.
The same compaction occurs in the brief introductory
passage of "A Matter of Prejudice."
Madame Carambeau wanted it strictly under
stood that she was not to be disturbed by- Gustave's
birthday party. They carried her big rocking
chair from the back gallery, that looked out upon
the garden where the children were going to play,
around to the front gallery, which closely faced
the green levee bank and the Mississippi coursing almost
flush with the top of it. (vol. 1, p. 282)
The reader is told only enough details to develop a mass of
impressions.

Madame Carambeau, probably fat because of the size

of her rocking chair, does not like the noise of children.
Spanish architecture is indicated by the galleries, front and
back, on the house facing the mighty Mississippi.

References

to the garden and r:the green levee bank" suggest the richness
of vegetation.

Further, we wonder about Gustave 1 s identity and

realize that a party will soon take place.
son of Madame Carambeau.

Gustave is the gram

During his party, one of the small

guests wanders around to 'Where the madame is rocking and, with
childish forwardness, appeals to the well-hidden sensitivity
of the old lady.

Discovering the feverish..�ess of the child,
8

who is one of the Americans for whom Madame Carambeau harbors
severe dislike, she makes arrangements to transport her home
and

to grasp the opportunity to lecture the parents on their

neglect.

To her amazement, she finds that the child is daughter

to the son she had disowned when he married his American wife.
Through the child's appealing manner, the estrangement between
mother and son is ended.
Plunging the reader immediately into the story purposefully
boosts his i.mmadiate interest.
him along the way.

The author is not likely to lose

Not only is this element typical in Local

Color, but it probably accounts in large pa.rt for the success
of the movement

and

for the prolific writings within this mode.

Largely because the success of Local Color depended upon
public acceptance, the conclusions of stories were designed to
please the reader.

Imagine the trauma of a population which

has just experienced four years of national strife and which
is still afraid of e:lements within itself, yet is curious.
This is the population that will seek escape from understanding
of self and reassurance that national trauma will not reoccur;
it will gravitate to anything which makes it forget the scars
forming from the wounds but, at the same time, satisfies its
curiosity.

In other words, the reading public, at this time,

sought to make itself feel happier,

The Local Color roovement,

developing to fill this nee� and growing under the influence
of Scott's romanticism, naturally employed the happy ending as
a useful technique.
9

The conclusion or many stories, unfortunately, must

be

manipulated in order to accompl.ish the desired emotional impact.
Consider "Love on the Bon Dieu," a story in which a boy
simply tall in love.

and

girl

Azenor finds Lalie, who is ill, clutching

the Easter egg he has given her, realizes she loves him, and
takes her home to become his wif'e, thus rescuing her f'rom the
torturous control of her cruel grandmother.

Every detail falls

handily into place at the conclusion.
Much in the same vein is the conclusion of' "Miss Wither
well's Mistake," another story of young love.

Through a series

of rather mystilying coincidences, Miss Witherwell' s niece
encounters the lover she has been urged.to forget. Mildred,
the niece, later discusses the plot or a hy pothetical story
with her aunt, asking advice on how it should be concluded.
On

Miss Witherwell's suggestion, the hypothetical story ends

in the marriage or its two characters, who have round each other,
through coincidence, after having been sent away to forget each
other.

The hypothetical story is that of Mildred and the man

she loves, Roland.
are married.

Transferred to reality, Mildred and Roland

Miss Witherwell is quite happy about her mistake_

that of allowing Mildred to assume her own res:ponsibility at the
newspaper office where Roland is editor and where they meet and
resume their relationship.

Miss Witherwell's mistake is res:pon

sible for the conclusive happiness or all three characters.

10

GEOGRAFHY

Of great importance in any Local Color writing_ more
important than oral tradition, plunging directly into story
telling, and the happy ending_ is geography, as Mrs. Chopin
She never allows the reader to forget the backdrop

shows.

against which the characters and action are illuminated.
setting of
Orleans.

all

The

her stories is in the Bayou country around New

Specifically, it is Bayou �che, about twenty miles

from New Orleans and heavily populated by Acadians or "Cajuns,"
descendents of French settlers expelled by the British from
Nova Scotia in the Eighteenth Century. 7 Mrs. Chopin never lets
the reader forget this water-logged country with its sounds,
sights, and unique cultural traditions_ in fact, his strongest
impression is-this sense of place.

Often the place is the

story; and when her stories, like small landscape paintings,
are juxtaposed there emerges a composite of the whole landscape.
This composite is made up of geographical place names
and of family names that could exist nowhere except in the Bayou
country.

It is made up of the flora and fauna and the crops

grown there; the houses the people live in and their religion.
Above all, the place_ Bayou country_ influences actions of the
characters and defines characters themselves.
The importance of geographic location may

be

guage� by the

frequency with which a place name becomes the title of a story,
suggesting naturally that it is of great vitality to the story.
11

The region may also suggest the theme.

The second sentence o!

"In Sabine," the story ot an enslaved wife who .t'inaJJy escapes
her shackles, refers to 11 the big lonesome parish or Sabine, 11
(vol.l, p. 325) where Gregoire Santien discovers 'Tite Reine
unhappily married to Bud Aiken.

The desolation born

of

cruelty

and isolation is fittingly superimposed on the background.

It

is precisely because Sabine is large and sparsely populated that
Bud Aiken has chosen to live there and that 1 Tite Reine's life
has become isolated and miserable.
Most of the action in "Love on the Bon-Dieu" occurs on
the mainland.

It is only when Azenor goes to Lalie's home on

the Bon-Dieu, however, that he realizes the depth of his concern
for her. The title becomes significant because Azenor finally
understands, on the Bon-Die11, that he loves Lalie.
While no specific name is applied to the bayou, its
topographic uniqueness represents the confines of
li.fe in "Beyond the Bayou."

La

Folle's

The trauma-induced fear which has

kept her within the imaginary circle around the bayou is broken
only by a stronger fear which inspires the courage to overcome
it. The magnitude of

La

Folle 's accomplishment is heightened

by the title given her story.
Family names in Local Color are never far from a compact
social background.

The reappearance of occasional characters as

central characters in these stories, and vice versa, gives the
impression of bringing a whole society together. The Santien

12

brothers are a case in point.

Mamouche, an incidental character

in "The Lilies, t, becomes the .focus of''t!Mamouche."
casually mentioned in

II

Manna Loulou,

A Lady o.f Ba.you St. John," is narrator in

"La Belle Zoraide" and "In and Out o.f Old Natchitoches" is a
study in character contrasts which often re.fleet the influence
of environment.

As with all Local Color writing, knowledge o.f

an area enriches understanding o.f the story.
Suzanne St. Denys Godolph, a Cajun in

11

In and Out of Old

Natchitoches, 11 leaves the parish and goes to New Orleans.

The

story becomes, as its title suggests, a study of two regions _
their influences represented by the men who respectively dominate
Suzanne's life in each area.

Natchitoches parish is represented

in the person of Alphonse Laballi�re, who owns the plantation
on which Suzanne has taught school.

Hector Santien's personality,

in contrast to that of Laballi�re, mirrors the influences of New
Orleans.

Laballi�re, like his environment, is somewhat crude

but totally sincere and independent; Hector is suave but deceitful.
Further comparison is possible when we consider Hector in relation
to his brothers, who appear in other works, mentioned below.
Names common to the area often reappear in stories.
Members of the Laballi�re family, enjoying various degrees of
importance in different stories, are always owners of plantations.
other names which appear often enough to suggest an integral
relationship to the social system are Jean Ba, Euphrasie, Armancj,
Alcee, and Clarisse.

We can reasonably conclude that many of

Mrs. Chopin's characters are not only superimposed upon, but often
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are produced by, their backgrounds.
in 11 A No-Account Creole."

This is seen eepecially

We learn that the old Santien place,

in Natchitoches parish, has fallen into the hands of creditors
and that the Santien boys have scattered.

Placide stays in

Natchitoches; Gregoire travels through Sabine ("In Sabine 11 ),
later working for his aW'lt in Mrs. Chopin's first novel, �
Fault; and Hector is now in New Orleans ("In and out of Old
Natchitoches").

The Santien brothers have acquired for themselves

a reputation ., among the local people ., as crude and untamed.
Hector therefore reflects the contrast of two different environments_
the crudity of Natchitoches parish, which his brothers still reflect,
and the sophistication of New Orleans, which he now mirrors.
The flora and fauna and crops native to the geographic
location often intensify the action of a story. Though the
specific qualities of Louisiana will be discussed in greater
detail later, it is important to note now that it is an area which
fosters a profusion of vegetation.

"Lilacs" offers an example of

the importance such vegetation can assume within a story, providing
here the schedule on which the action occurs. Nuns, at the school
which Mademoiselle Adrienne Farival attended in her youth, happily
anticipate her visit "when the scent of the lilac blossoms begin
to permeate the air." ( vol. 1, p. 355)

All of the action occurs,

in two consecutive years, during the lilac season.

Similarly

Maman-Nainaine lives by the seasons of growing things in "Ripe
Figs."

When the figs are ripe, she allows Babette to visit on
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Bayou-Lafourche with the message that she
Trosine for

(vol.

a

visit

"when

will

the chrysanthemums

expect Tante

are

in bloom."

1, p. 199)
A profusion of flowers, central in "The Lilies, 11 does

in

fact inspire the most significant action of the story.

Mr.

Billy's decision to dress up and call upon Widow Angele, after
Marie Louise's presentation of the flowers, holds important promise

for a satisfying

eonelusion to the unpleasant situation which

sparked the story.
Agriculture becomes the central theme of
i

Wnter."

11

After the

Monsieur ¥..ichel, having lived hermetically .for a quarter

century, .finally succumbs to the fragrant magneticism of plowed
land which draws him back to active participation in life.
Madame Carambeau, in "A Matter of Prejudice, 11 lives
the French quarter of
by high fences.

New

in

Orleans, where gardens are enclosed

Travelling from this section to the American

Quarter, where flowers bloom in the open, she finally escapes
the prejudice which previously has enclosed her as completely
as the fence has enclosed her garden.

Prejudice has been

represented by the gardens and the action has been commensurate
with qualities inherent to the two locations

in

which the story

occurs.

Kate Chopin I s composite of the region includes also the
architecture.

Spanish influence becomes apparent through brief

descriptions such as that of the Plochel home in
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11

The Return

,

,

o! Alcibiade 11 and Armand's home in "Desiree's Baby."

Each is

low and long, yellow stuccoed, with numerous galleries.

In one

of her few passages o! pure description, Kate Chopin sketches the
home of Madame Carambeau.
The house _ an old Spanish one, broad, low, and
completely encircled by a wide gallery_ was far
down in the French quarter of New Orleans. (vol. 1,
p. 282)

Just as agriculture and architecture contribute to the
cultural tradition unique to Bayou country, so does the religion
of its people.

The Acadians fled Nova Scotia in the Eighteenth

Century because of religious persecution and their religion has
remained vital to them.

Fittingly, its importance is reflected

in Kate Chopin's works.

In Mrs. Chopin's region, the religion is

Catholic.

"The measured tones of the priest at the altar rose

and fell like a song," she tells us in
(vol. 1, p. 309)

11

At Cheniere Caminada."

In addition to a basic awareness of the denomi

nation of their religion, there emerges an awareness of the
vitality of Catholicism in the lives of the people.
11

The boy in

A Vocation and a Voice" turns to the priesthood when the jumbled

emotions of adolescence confuse him.
time in the story is he given a name.
begins in church.

Significantly, only at this
11

At Cheniere Caminada"

The story of Antoine Bocaze begins when he

becomes entranced by the music of a guest organist. Like the
boy in

11

A Vocation and A 'toice," Mamzelle Fleurette in

11

A

Sentimental Soul" appeals to the accoutrements of religion in order
to deal with conflicting psychological factors.
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While Catholicism

is a major aspect of these stories, its real vitality lies in
the fact that, in nx>st instances, it quietly threads its way
through the fabric of life, one thread of many woven into the
setting against which' the lives of the people are superimposed.
Most profound of all the elements composing Kate Chopin's
settings is that of fertility.

Kate Ch�pin' s country is tropical.

country, exotic. Flowers, shrubs, crops - all grow in profusion.
11

The whole earth seemed teeming with new, green, vigorous life

everywhere" to Trezinie in the April of "After the Winter." (vol.l,
p. 182)

Spring comes early in Louisiana for the air at the

"close of February ••• was flower-scented, moist, and deliciously
mild" in "In and Out of Old Natchitoches." (vol. 1, p. 261)
Numerous references are made to crops and negroes working irr
large fields of corn and cotton.

11

A Shameful Affair" contains

references to "swelling acres where the tmdulating wheat gleamed
in the sun like a golden sea. 11 (vol. l, p. 131)

11

Beyond the

Bayou" features cotton which "gleamed for acres and acres like
frosted silver," and further along her journey La Folle finds
the air perft111ed with a "thousand blue violets that peeped out
from green, luxuriant beds, 11 (vol. 1, pp. 179-180) magnolias,
jessamines, roses, and palms.
in "Love on the Bon-Dieu."

Roses crowd the path to the church

Esmee and Bartner in 11 The Return of

Alcibiade" walk under magnolias and tread upon the violet borders
that grow "rank and sprawling, and the subtle perfume of the
crushed flowers" permeates the air. (vol. l, p. 253)
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Gravelled

walks amid the explosion of color and perfume of flowers, fruit
trees, and thick grasses are portrayed in 11 A Wizard from Gettysburg."
Lush vegetation is natural to an area where references may
be made to "a lazy, scorching breeze" (vol. l, p. 309) blowing
from the Gulf on a midsummer day { 11 At Cheniere Caminada"),
creating the dual impression of warmth and humidity.
morning, in "The Return of Alcibiade, 11

11

On Christmas

the sun was warm and the

air so soft and mild that Bartner found the most comfortable
way to wear his light overcoat was across his knees. 11

(

vol. l,

p.249) Even in rain, this country is lush and pleasant to
Off dean in "A No-Account Creole."

Over and over, Mrs. Chopin

reminds us of the warm breezes; the constant presence of humidity
from the numerous bayous, rainfalls, and marshlands; and of the
fertility of the soil.

She has succeeded magnificently, in this

aspect, in the portrayal of her settings.
CHARACTERS
In the closely knit locality Mrs. Chopin was presenting,
Bayou country and New Orleans, there was much community action,
but at the same time, there was also a good deal of eccentric
effort by individuals.

In this study, then, we shall consider

Mrs. Chopin I s characters _ both in group activity, which was the
forte of Local Colorists, and in individual action, which is
obviously her preference.
A small group of local men, often gathering around the
stove at the train station, begins the story of "The Going Away
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of Liza," in which Liza has left but returns to her bµsband.
Beyond serving as collective narrator for the background, however,
no other importance can be alloted this group.

Indeed the story

is, for the roost part, that of three individuals_ Liza Jane,
her husband Abner, and his mother.
Another group diversion, dancing, was popular in Cajun
country, but dances occupy only enough space in the bulk of Kate
Chopin I s writing to add another detail to the composite description
of the area. Traditionally, Acadian balls were all-night affairs
where the dancing was lively and gumbo was served at midnight.
The dance in "Marse Chouchoute," while supplying some details to
the composite, assumes its only importance as the background
aga,inmt which are drawn the characters of Chouchoute and Wash.
The group activity is not, as is typical in Local Color, the
most important element of the story.
11

At the 'Cadian Ball."

The same may be said of

All of the action in the story takes

place during the course of the ball.

Again, however, the group

activity, creating a backdrop, is a device which is used to bring
together four individuals so they may be properly sorted out and
filed away at the story's conclusion.

About none of Mrs. Chopin's

stories can it be said that group activity assumes any greater
role than that of a literary tool.
For the sake of convenience, and risking over-simplification,
individual characters can be divided into na.t and round characters.
In nat characters superficial speech and actions present the
total developnent o! the character.
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Professor Warfel was descriqing

!lat characters when he wrote that Local Color has delighted•in
"oddity, whimsicality, idiosyncrasy, and in those stubborn,
inbred character traits which lend themselves to comic treatment
or caricature. 118

Round characters are three-dimensional; they

plunge beneath the surface into the depths of individual psyches.
In Kate Chopin's works, we find many flat characters, divided
mainly into three groups _ Negroes, Cajuns, Creoles.

Since the

Negro shall receive ioore detailed consideration later, he will be
given only casual notice here.

Negroes in the Bayous were either

former slaves or recent descendents of slaves.

Most still worked

on the plantations as they had done before the war which freed
them.

The position of the Negro was unique.

He was given no

social ra.11.k but was high in the favor of both the Cajuns and the
Creoles who recognized and appreciated his wisdom and loyalty.
The caricature of Artemise in
whimsical.

The little negro servant

11

11

A Turkey Hunt" is interestingly

talks wholly in monosyllables, 11

and has "big round glassy eyes, which she fix.es upon one with the
placid gaze of an Egyptian sphinx. 11 (vol. 1, p. 191)

The madame,

missing three of her finest turkeys, assigns to each servant an
area to search.

Artemise sneaks off and simply hides all day

behind the chicken house.

With the turkeys still missing at

day's end, Artemise, who volunteers nothing, is asked if she
found them.

"Ya 'm," she replies. (vol. 1, p. 192)

The turkeys

had been inadvertently locked in the chicken house and Artemise
had heard them while hiding.
The faithful old negro in ''T ante Cat I rinette," enraged at the
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to'Wil authorities for condemning the house which is a gift from
her old master, becomes saspicious of the motives of any person
vho suggests she leave it for any reason.

Tante t s methods of

evasion, whenever she is subject to such suggestions, are clever
and comical.

Another example of oddity is

11

Polydore. 11

This

young man, considered the most stupid in the parish, has been
persuaded by mischievous people that he is overworked and much
Consequently he decides one morning to see 'What will

abused.

happen ii' he does not get up.

One lie leads naturally to another

until he has spun himself into a most uncomfortable web of deceit.
Mrs. Chopin applies comedic treatment to the eccentricities of
both Tante Cat 'rinette

and

Polydore.

Acadians, descendents of the Spanish and French, had
settled in Louisiana, especially in Natchitoches parish, when
they emigrated from Nova Scotia in the Eighteenth Century.

They

were Catholic by religion and mostly sharecroppers on the large
plantations by vocation.

A negative quality dominates the Cajuns

for they t&nd to verify their reputation as impractical dreamers.
11

BoulSt and Boulotte," twins who have worked hard and saved long

for shoes, finally buy themselves a pair each.
risk ruin, however, by wearing them.
Bordon, in ' A Rude Awakening,
1

Fiddle. 11

!I

They refuse to

In the same vein are Sylveste

and Cleophas' in A Very Fine
11

Each is a caricature of the shiftless, irresponsible

Cajun who spends his time dreaming while his family hungers.
Each is too proud to accept charity but too shiftless to don the
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harness of steady labor.

Sylveste goes fishing while his daughter,

Lolotte, takes over his job.

Cleo}Xlas plays his fiddle while

his daughter, Fiflie, grapples with the responsibilities of
feeding the family.
Irresponsibilit7 is central to the character of Ozeme
in 11 0z®le's Holiday," evidenced by the fact that he always chooses
the busiest season during which to take his holiday from the
plantation.

He is allowed a redemptive quality, however, in the

wake of his irresponsibility.

This particular year, stopping

at Aunt Tildy's for his supper, he finds that her cotton is
ready to be picked but no one is available to do the job.
Consequently he stays, day after day, vowing constantly that he
plans to leave the next day.

Final.ly his vacation is over and

he has spent it working in her cotton field.

He is irresponsible

but not to the extent that he can abandon Aunt Tildy to that need
which is within his power to alleviate.
The greatest number of Mrs. Chopin's flat characters are
her Creoles.

Creoles, of Spanish and French descent also, had

settled originally in Louisiana, ellpecial.ly in the New Orleans
area.

Like the Cajuns, they were Catholic; but, unlike them,
They were either the owners

they were generally more wealthy.

of the large plantations or were prosperous business men and, by
virtue of wealth, enjoyed the highest position in social rank.
George Washington Cable :L,itiated the treatment of Creoles in
the Local Color movement.

Creoles were, by his definition,
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descendents o! a. French or Spanish parent 11 'whose non-&.l.liance

with the slave race entitled' them to 'social rank. 111 9 His

proud and aristocratic Creoles held honest labor in contempt.
Pride, a. vice rather than a virtue in his treatment, is respon
sible for a ''disproportionate emphasis on appearance, especially
on keeping up appearances or prosperity," no matter what the

financial difficulties.10

Such blatant generalization is effectively countered by
Kate Chopin I s sympathetic treatment of Creoles.

Though in her

earlier works, especially, Creoles are stereotyped caricatures
of real people, the dominant stereotyped quality is nobility.
Perhaps having been happily married to a Creole, she felt
compelled to refute the impression created nationally by Cable.
Whatever her motives, Mrs. Chopin's Creoles exhibit that noble
quality which subordinates selfish drives to the primacy of
higher ideals.
Bertrand Del.rnande, a young Creole in 11 A Wiza.rd from
Gettysburg,'' comes upon a tramp near his home who is old, hurt,
and not quite sane.

Taking him home, where he is ignored by the

family and servants, Bertrand sympathetically cares for him.
The story ends neatly when the old man, suddenly recovering from
the amnesia incurred at Gettysburg, many years earlier, realizes
he is Bertrand's grandfather.

Though the ending is contrived, the

theme of Creole nobility has been presented in the person of
young Bertrand.
The pride which was vice to Cable becomes virtue to Kate
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Chopin.

�arianne, ''The Maid of Saint Phillippe, 11 is too proud

to place �rsonal freedom under the control of an alien govern
ment.

When the territory of Saint Phillippe is transferred from

the French to the English, most families choose to move into a
nearby Spanish cormnun.ity; but Marianne, feeling betrayed by the
French, refuses to live under any other government.

Clinging to

that freedom which she cherishes, she leaves Saint Phillippe to
join the Cherokees.
Whimsicality becomes the dominant characteristic of Madam
Celestin, the Creole in 11 Madam. Celestin Is Divorce. II

Daily sweeping

her galleries when Lawyer Paxton walks to his office, she as often
discusses the divorce she plans to get.

She wavers back and forth,

alternately berating her absent hµsband and quoting the misgivings
of family and friends, but always concludes with the announcement
of her adamant intention to get a divorce.
to stay married.

Suddenly she decides

Her husband had come home the night before and

that is the end of that discussion.
The subtleties with which several stories of Creoles are
handled tend to heighten the comic effect of eccentric characters,
like Cavanelle who devotes all his attention to the furtherance
of a singing career for his sister who cannot sing at all, and
Madame Solisainte, in

11

A Family Affair," who is miserly to an

extreme but whose efforts at that endeavor are cleverly thwarted
by her niece.

Both appear quite normal and, therefore, of little

interest at the beginning of each story.

The shop keeper,

Cavanelle, lives frugally and for the single purµ,se of developing
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his sister's singing voice.

Mademoiselle Montreville, eventually

developing an interest in promoting Mathilde's career, is invited
to hear her perform.

Only during this performance are we allowed

to see Cavanelle as the eccentric fool; for Mademoiselle Montreville
is seized, during the performance, by a creeping chilliness,
despite the warm weather.

Wondering what atrocious misfortune

has seized Mathilde since Cavanelle last heard her sing, she turns
to find that his attentive expression earnestly beams approval.
Madame Solisainte, likewise emerging as a comedy figure, is so
miserly that we are surprised to find her "superabtll'ldantly fat."
(vol. 2, p. 574)

The personal intake of food, thus implied,

appears to be her only extravagance.

UnaQle to move around and

personally manage her home, she invites one of her sister's
daughters to live with her.

It would "be an incalculable saving

to herself in many ways, and far cheaper than hiring a housekeeper."
(vol. 2, p. 575)

Madame Solisainte has thus committed herself

to the comical retribution which follows.
Kate Chopin's most detailed and complete portrait of a
Creole is Placide Santien in "A No-Account Creole," a title
whose accusation is proven false by the story.

Placide - proud,

courageous, fearing no man _ proves the unselfishness of his
nobility in the most convincing method possible; for he does so
without the reward of public recognition.

He loves Euphrasie

and is engaged to marry her when Offdean enters the story.

That

Euphrasie is falling in love with Offdean gradually becomes
apparent to Placide as readily as to the reader.
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The magnitude

of his love is challenged and is proven.

Placide, placing her

happiness above his own, .trees Euphrasie from their betrothal
and vanishes from the story.

The dimension of his nobility

enlarges with Euphrasie 1 s realization that he has freed her from
the sin of marriage to someone she does not love and has allowed
the probability of marriage to Offdean, whom she does love.
It can be said that, in all the above stories, comic
treatment of certain traits is vital to the interest created by
each.

With the exception of Artemise, however, each is developed,

beyond surface idiosyncrasies, into a psychologically unique
character.

Madame Celestin is ·subject to some strong impulse

which is activated by her husband's return.

Tante Cat 1 rinette,

whose loyalty to the family she once served is stronger than the
love of her home, finally accepts the thousand dollar offer from
the town authorities for her home.

Polydore becomes penitent

when Mamzelle Adelaide, whose solicitiousness for his health
has:.,. proven the mischievous folk wrong, becomes ill while doing
one of his chores.

When Mathilde dies, Cavanelle assumes respon-··

sibility for a sickly aunt, revealing that drive deep within him
to live for someone else.

Madame Solisainte 's niece, Bosey,

arrives with the announced intention of getting her aunt out
of her invalid I s chair and with unannounced intentions to get
for her mother that share of inheritance out of which she has
been cheated.

Bosey succeeds in both endeavors.

She cheerfully

and firmly assumes responsibility for the management of her aunt's
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home, nspl.urging" on household necessities; and her departure,
with trunks laden with hill the family heirlooms, brings Madame
Solisainte straight out of her chair.

The developnent of these

characters beyond their idiosyncrasies indicates that Kate Chopin
reaches beyond the Local Color limits on character developnent.
In yet another instance, we discover a round instead of a
flat character.

Indeed in fairness to the charge of stereotyped

characters in Local Color, we IIIUSt consider one of Kate Chopin I s
Acadians who slips the mold of reputed irresp::msibility.

"A

Visit to Avoyelles" offers contrast bet-ween the stereotyped
Acadian, Jules Trodon, and one who reflects the same nobility
as her Creoles, Doudouce.

Jules Trodon is lazy and irresponsive

to the practical needs of his family.

It becomes necessary for

his wife, Mentine, to labor like a slave in order to feed her
family.

On the other hand, Doudouce, like Placide Santien, has

placed Mentine I s happiness above his, having gracefully withdrawn
his attentions when she became infatuated with Jules, whom she
had eventually married.

Doudouce is still concerned about her

happiness so he pays a visit to her.
by her situation.

His gentle nature is shocked

Contrastingly, Jules is presented as the slave

driving, shiftless husband who drinks heavily and is mean to his
wife.
Though many of Mrs. Chopin's characters are flat, as those
of Dickens, for example, she like Dickens had a great sympathy
for those characters, especially the common lot.

She greatly admires

their perseverance, courage, pride - not only their capacity (in
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Fa.ulkner 's words) to endure:

but to prevail.

My next section,

then, is devoted to Mrs. Chopin's love and admiration or the
common people.
THE COMMON PEOPLE

In reading Mrs. Chopin I s works, one is constantly struck
by her sympathy with the common folk ..

However much she emphasizes

geography, however happy the ending to her stories, or however
eccentric her cha.racters, she never loses contact with the
commonality, whether it be Ca.jun, Creole, or Negro.
Ellen Glasgow has written in Ba.rren Ground that " good

people" have preserved nothing except themselves.11

"Good

families" have, on the other hand, preserved their institutions,
cultures, and ideas in addition to themselves.
11

The lives of

good people," all those not numbered among the a.ristocracy,

have necessa.rily been dedicated to daily survival.

Much of

American literature prior to the Civil Wa.r contributes nothing
to the preservation or this group of people.

It may be credited

largely to the Local Color movement that ordinary people have
survived, in literature, at all.

Whatever the reasons for Local

Color and whatever its limitations, it served an important
purpose in its prime and it still demands a position of respect,
as Mrs. Chopin shows.
"The Southern Yeoman," according to Jay B. Hubbell, "often
was _ and is _ a very individual person rich in such traits of
cha.racter as ought to attract the eye of a writer. 1112
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Not until

Southern humorists assumed the initiative just prior to the
Local Color trend, however, did common people become central.
to literary works and neither movement chose to apply the
individualistic analysis prescribed by Hubbell.

The important

point is that Southern humor recognized the literary value of
ordinary people.

Out of th&t recognition grew an important

aspect of Local. Color - the sympathetic treatment of them.13
Central to this treatment are certain general elements which
compose, in part, the accurate portrayal of the society within a
particular geographic region.

11

Common people" is the term

applied to that vast proportion of the population whose position
in society fa.l.ls somewhere beneath that of the aristocracy.

The

various economic levels, which often determine social rank
among the commonality but never the value of individuals, must
be included in the Local Colorist's effort to depict his locality.
Above all, in Local Color dealings with common people, stands
sympathetic treatment, especially that accorded the Negro in
literature of this mode.
In simpler language, this principal is such that it
inspires in the reader a sympathy for the people of the story.
The emotional impact of this treatment may be illustrated by one
story,

11

Caline, 11 written by Kate Chopin.

A train breaks down

near Caline 's home and. she meets a young boy who is one of the
passengers from the city.

Later, experiencing and finally

succumbing to the strong attraction of the city, her hopes are
dashed upon the realization that her longing had been for the boy
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instead of the city.

This story represents no other aspect of

Local Color than the emotional empathy inspired within the reader.
Commensurate with the Local Color tendency toward involvement
of common people, Kate Chopin includes characters of all economic
levels.

The financial status of common· people was as varied, of

course, as the people weFe numerous, making it difficult to clearly
delineate economic levels,

These levels will be roughly categorized,

for the clarification of the discussion, into three:

the level

of dire poverty, of median income, and of upper income, keeping
in mind that "upper'' still applies to those people economically
below that aristocracy which owned the very large plantations in
this area.
The families of Sylveste and cllophas were literally
The state of poverty applies also to Azelie, in the story

hungry.

so entitled, who wore
way." (vol. 1, p. 289)

11

a faded calico .•• too small for her in every
The twins, Bo�t and Boulette, were shoe

less.

lalie, in 11 Love on the Bon-Dieu," wore "a coarse white

cotton

I

josie, 1 and a blue calico skirt that only half concealed

her tattered shoes." (vol. 1, p. 153)

The poor relatives of the

deceased Garniche in 11 Dead Hen I s Shoes" lack clothing necessities;
" a few shabby Li..ttle garments and two battered straw hats, {1,einij
the property of the Broze children." (vol. 1, p. 419)

And yet

they persevere.
Above the poverty level resides a group who manage,
through hard and steady work, to earn a decent wage.

Paula Von

Stoltz, a talented pianist econo:ni.cally forced to play for dances,
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considers the financial. compensations sufficient justification
for the prostitution of her talent.

others who work manually for

a living are Madame Angele ("The Lilies") who sews; and school
teachers Suzaru1e ("In and Out of Old Natchitoches"), Melitte
("Aunt Lympy's Interference"), and Leontine (' 1 The Wood-Choppers").
Cavanelle, previously mentioned, and Hamzelle Fleurette ("A
Sentimental Soul") are shop keei:ars.
Those people who must be bracketed in the upper third of the
common people often provide only the solid background against
Landowners, important

which stories of the poorer people unfurl.
only as background, are the Laballi�res in

11

Loka," Mr. Billy of

11

The Lilies, 11 P 1 tit Haitre in "Beyond the Bayou, 11 the Hallets of

11

A Gentleman of Bayou �che," and the Valtours in

11

A Dresden Lady

in Dixie."

Most of those who were financially secure had either
inherited limited wealth or earned it in business.

11

1:"...iss McEnders, 11

Miss Witherwell ( 11 :-u.ss Witherwell's r;istake 11 ), and Offdean ("A No
Account Creole") enjoy the advantages of an inheritance.

Doctor

Chevalier in "Dr. Chevalier I s Lie," the Brainards of ''Wiser Than
a God, n and David Hosmer in At Fault earn healthy incomes.
Significantly, characters in lower economic levels enjoy propor
tionately greater importance in the stories of Kate Chopin; a fact
which credits her writings to the Local Color principle that
specifies sympathetic treat�ent of cornrnor. people.
The worth of the plain folk, is not measured, however, by
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economic levels, but -.against a standard comprised of pride, courage,
common sense, and willingness to work.14

:Cate Chopin I s treatment

of her characters adheres closely to the standards for judgement
so prescribed.
Pride is the power which sustains many people. Azelie I s
pride will not allow her to admit moral travesty when she breaks
into the storehouse, nor will she concede that

1

Pol.yte 1 s offer

of marriage promises a better living standard than she now has.
She chooses, instead, to return with her family to Little River;
and it becomes 'Polyte's necessity to follow them in order to be
near her.

Antoine Bocaze, in 11 At Cheniere Caminada," enjoys

confidence similar to Azelie's; for he is secure in the knowledge
of his ability as a fisherman.

Lolotte 's pride precludes the

acceptance of charity, suoordinating itself only to the stronger
concern for Nonomme I s health.

She represents the healthy pride

of common people _ that pride which accords primacy to higher
motives, distinguishing itself from the emptiness of vanity.
Evariste rs pride is the central theme of 11 A Gentleman of
Bl3.you Ttche."

Mr. Sublet, an artist staying at the Hallet plan

tation, wants to draw his •picture for publication in a magazine.
His stipulation that Evariste appear just as he comes "out de
Swamp,!! (vol. 1, p. 320) leads to speculation regarding the
caption to accompany the picture.
makes his own stipulations:
c l3.ption will not read

11

Pride asserts itself.

Evariste

he will fix himself up a.11d the

'one low-down 'Ca.jun' , ' 1 but

11

1

Dis is one

i:;::.ct'Jl"e of Hista Evariste Anatole Bonamour, a gent 'man of de
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Bayou TG'che."' (vol. 1, p. 3.24)
The mother of Suzanne St. Denys Godolph, in

11

In and Out

of Old Natchitoches," praises Laballiere as !!a man of attainment

••• a man of courage.n (vol. l, p. 262)

Mrs. Godolph has thus

paid one of the highest compliments an individual can wish to
receive.

Courage may proc;I.aim itself quietly or with headline

clarity.

Azelie's courage is lively in its force, bringing her

often to the storehouse for supplies and motivating her attempted
robbery of that storehouse.

La Folle 1 s courage, with its silent

voice, is strong enough to break the bounds of her emotional
disorder.

The quality of courage, proportionate to the depth of

character developnent, is only sui:erficial in Local Color. Mnch
of the courage seen in Hrs. Chopin I s works is the product of a
deei:er psychological character developnent than that found in
this mode and, therefore, cannot be aligned with this element of
Local Color.
The best illustration of common sense is provided in 11 A
Rude Awakening.?!

Lolotte, Sylveste's daughter, is proud, courageous,

and willing to work.

Her actions, however, are guided primarily

by the ramaining quality of common i:eople, common sense. She
knows that her sick brother needs nourishment; but in conflict to
her father's suggestion that she kill the last hen is the knowledge
that they need the !!aigg to trade wid. 1' (vol. 1, p. 137)

When

her father goes fishing instead of hauling cotton to the dock, as
he was hired by Joe Duplan to do, she first makes certain that the
mules are fed, then drives the load herself.
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The money to be gained

fro:;:n employment is a surer way to provide food than fishing.
Thus Lolotte I s rational approach to each circumstance is in
effective contrast to the impractical stance of Sylveste.
Seldom does the willingness to work become a central theme
in Kate Chopin's stories.

Many people, of course, do work but

this point receives only cursory attention in most instances.
Paula Von Stoltz is the only positive indication of the value of
cheerful work.

Capable of artistic classical renditions at the

piano and wishing to devote her efforts to study, she nevertheless
plays for money with resignation and willingness.

At the same time

she is working diligently toward the perfection of her talent.
More often in Local Color and in Kate Chopin, however, we experience
the negative aspect of the work theme.

Bud Aiken, Jules Trodon,

Sylveste, Cleophas are objects of scorn because they are not
willing to work.
Of central importance in the Local Color mo:vement is the
sympathetic treatment of the Negro.
11

The Local Color Negro is the

Uncle Tom" type_ loyal to white masters, proud of his white

family, humbly staying "in his place,"

It is Mrs. Chopin's treat

ment of this group which places her most squarely in the midst of
Local Color.

Her negroes are the most colorful and the ioost

completely stereotYP3d characters that we encounter in her works,
Wash, who moves around the fringe of the spotlight through
out "For �1arse Chouchoute," emerges as the central. character and
hero of the story.

Chouchoute has stopped, enroute to the train

on which he is to deposit the mail, to participate in a local dance.
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When Wash, who is awe-struck by the responsibilities of Marse
Chouchoute's job and assured of its importance by the thirty
dollar monthly salary, finds Chouchoute's pony tethered outside
the dance with the mailbag on his back, he undertakes the delivery
himself.

His desperate effort to catch the mail train is rewarded

with success in saving the job for Chouchoute and with his own
death, the result of falling into the side of the moving train,
as he flings the bag through the open door.
"In Sabine" features the loyalty of Uncle Mortimer who
pities 1 Tite Reine, married to cruel Bud Aiken.

He voluntarily

cuts their wood and helps in every way that he can to lighten the
burden of her work.

Uncle Mortimer is not afraid of Bud Aiken and,

in fact, relishes his opµ:irtunity to tell Bud of 'Tite Reine's
midnight departure with Gregoire Santien.

Pa-Jeff exhibits

similar loyalty and courage in '' A Dresden Lady in Dixie."

Agapie,

a little Acadian girl who has cared for him when he was not well,
becomes prime suspect in the theft of a dresden figurine.

Pa-

Jeff voluntarily assumes the blame, repaying her kindness with
his loyalty.
Negro servants, especially those who have been slaves,
consider themselves members of the master's family and exult in
pride of that family.

When "Old Aunt Peggy" is freed, she refuses

to leave the plantation and is given a cabin at the outskirts.
She retires there, retunring every two years to the family home
to see "chillun, pianny, and eve I ything 'fo I it I s too late. 11

p. 193)
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(

vol. 1,

Family pride becomes the central force in "Aunt Lympy•s
Interference."
11 ,

Aunt Lympy is appalled to learn that Melitte,

a De Broussard 1, 11 has turned

rr

'schooltitcher';" (vol. 2, p. 5ll)

whereupon she takes matters into her own hands.

Melltte is conse

quentzy invited to live with her uncle and enjoy the opportunity
to become a grand dame.

Victor Annibelle, shaken out of that

shyness which has restricted his speech, aske her not to leave.
She agrees to stay and Aunt Lympy is satisfied with the result
of her interference.
Many of Kate Chopin's negroes are victims of erootional or
mental abnormalcies, which they transmute into heroics.
in

!r

Artemise

A Turkey Hunt" is simple-minded as is Uncle Oswald in "The

�nitous I Slave. 11

Uncle Oswald still believes he belongs to the

:samtous family, though he has since been owned by others and
later freed.

His favorite topic is the wealth and culture of his

The compulsion to serve is finally satisfied when he finds

family.

a descendent whom he serves voluntarily thereafter, thus assuming
the dimeniion of heroism.
La Folle's obsessive love for her family is responsible
for the trauma which keeps her on the bayou.

It is further

responsible for the rescue from her emotional handicap.

The little

boy whom she loves accidentally shoots himself in the forest behind
her cabin.

Rising above the fear which has pa.ralyzed'.:-er oovements,

La Folle leaves the bayou for the first time in twenty years to
carry Cheri home.
11

Tante Cat' rinette" displays a similar mania, the refusal
J6

to leave her home tor fear it will be destroyed by town officials
in her absence.

Love and loyalty prove too strong a magnet to

resist, however.

"Miss Kitty," ill and in need of her nursing care,

is married to Mich� Raymond, who is shaky financially.

Tante Cat 1-

rinette decides to accept the thousand dollar offer for her home,
lend the money to Mich� Raynxmd, and live with them in order to
help Miss Kitty manage her home.
In surveying Mrs. Chopin I s place in the Local Color movement,
we find that in literary technique, she has little interest in
the oral tradition as practiced, for example, by Thomas Nelson
Page or Joel Chandler Harris.

The running start of a story and its

emotionally satisfying conclusion, on the other hand, are vital
elements of Mrs. Chopin� s technique.

It should be realized, how

ever, that no one of these three factors is unique to Local Color.
Together they constitute the technique but each also occupies an
important position in other literary techniques.

On the other

hand, the importance of place, or geographical location, is present
to a large extent.

Clearly she has sketched the region into a

colorful, interesting, informative composite.

Characterization,

even though dominated by flat characters, is often as important
as setting.

Idiosyncrasies, oddities, and whimsicality are often

celebrated, but they, just as often, are only part of a greater
psychological development within the story.

In the treatment of

common people, and especially the Negro, Kate Chopin adheres
closely to the Local Color mode.

Her treatment is senti."llental
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and sympathetic but adherence to this requirement does not preclude
the possibility

of other literary influences on her writing.

What must be said, at this point, is that Kate Chopin I s
works show the influence of the Local. Color school.
are other influences just
shall

Whether there

as important_ or more important_ we

attempt to discover in successive chapters.
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CHAPI'ER II

REALISM

I
11

The importance of the Local Color ll¥)V�ment in the growth

of American realistic fiction is obvious," Grant Knight writes.
By focusing attention on various parts of the country, it "made
obligatory a close scrutiny of its actualities" and renounced

whatever was "vague. 111 At the same time, Realism denied the
sentimentality so often associated with Local Color.
short story'

11

Kate Chopin's

Boulot and Boulotte' II is sentimental in plot - but

realistic in description of characters:
When Boul�t and Boulotte, the little piny-wood
twins, had reached the dignified age of twelve,
it was decided in family council that the time
had come for them to put their little naked feet
into shoes. They wre two brown-skinned, black-eyed
'Cadian rol.y-polies, who lived with rather and
mother and a troop of brothers and sisters halfway
up the hill, in a neat log cabin that had a
substa."ltial mud ch:i.taney at one end. They could well
afford shoes now, for they had saved many a picayune

through their industry of selling wild grapes,
blackberries, and "socoes 11 to ladies in the
village who "put up" such things.2
In this passage, Kate Chopin writes what she sees, she uses her
own eyes, she is realistic.

Here, she decries vagueness and

obscurity in presenting ideas and feelings.

In this description

she writes with the sharp clarity that in.forms.

In 11 A Sentimental

Soul" the feelings with which Lacodie regards Mam.zelle Fleurette,
the local shop keeper, are presented with clarity.

Though often

rowdy and even rude to others,
he was always gentle, courteous and low-voiced
with Mamzelle Fleurette •••whom he pitied, and
even in a manner revered. (vol. 1, p. J88)
One of the characteristics of Realism as set forth by the so
called father of Realism, William. Dean Howells, was clarity.
In the ensuing section, I shall turn to Howells for the principles
of Realism and point out how much of what Kate Chopin wrote
adheres to these principles.

Howells abjured symbolism, and in

the short story, 11 Athenaise," so did Mrs. Chopin.

The

11

great

solitary oak-tree 11 (vol. l, p. 433), which has much significance in
the story is treated realistically.

Conceivably, much symbolic

use could be made of this tree; but IJ.rs. Chopin uses it to
inspire actual thought and to recall actual memories.

AthenaYse,

having rejected the confinement of marriage, had fled to the home
of her parents, who share the prevailing attitude of the time _
that a wife belongs to her husband.

Cazeau, Athewse' husband,

has exercised his prerogative to reclaim her and is carrying her
back when he notices the tree.

The sight of the oak "brought
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vividly back to Cazeau, by some association of ideas, a scene of many
years ago." (vol. 1, p. 433 )

His memory, from childhood, is of

bringing home, with his father, a runaway slave, Gabe, and of
pausing under the shade o! this tree to allow him to catch his
breath.

The mental association between wife and slave encourages

him to spur his horse forward in order to ride at Athena!se I side
instead of following behind her, as if she too were a rmiaway
slave being driven home.
Clarity of actuality is obvious in another episode which
could also have been symbolically tempered but was not.

Edna

Pontellier in The Awakening experiences a sense of su!'focation
created by her husband's attitude that she is his possession.
Following a scene with �once at dinner, she goes to her room
and angrily
stopped, and ta.king off her wedding ring,
flung it upon the carpet. When she saw it
lying there, she stamped her heel upon it,
striving to crush it. But her small boot
heel did not make an indenture, not a mark
upon the little glittering circlet. ( vol. 2,
p. 934)
Later Mrs. Chopin refers to this incident.

"Edna," she writes,

"could not help but think it was very foolish, very childish,
to have stepped upon her wedding ring." (vol. 2, p. 938)

By

her return to this incident and by statement of Edna's thoughts
regarding it, Mrs. Chopin has clarified any vagueness which may
have occurred and given the matter a quality of actuality.

In

the realistic tradition, she has carefully avoided that veil
which obscures meaning in symbolic treatment.
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The description of Boul.St
of Howells I obiter dicta:
and honest."

am

Boulette conforms to another

literature should be "simple, natural,

Though fashions and tastes change, Howells adds,

"what is unpretentious and what is true is always beautiful and
good and nothing else is so."

By his definition, "Realism is

nothing more and nothing less than the truthful treatment of
material. ,,3
One of the best instances of this is found in 11 Azelie, 11
whose description testifies to the beauty of unpretentious
simplicity.
Azelie crossed the yard with slow, hesitating
steps. She wore a pink sunbonnet and a faded
calico dress that had been made the summer
before, and was now too small for her in every
way. She carried a large tin pail on her arm.
When within- a few yards of the house she stopped
under a chinaberry-tree, quite still, except for
the occasional slow turning of her head from side
to side. (vol. 1, p. 289)
Indeed, in many of Kate Chopin I s works we see the simplicity
and honesty advocated by Howells.
The simple, honest approach proves to be quite exact,
reinforcing the plea against vagueness.

"The sight of human

habitation," begins the story "In Sabine," "even if it was a
rude log cabin with a mud chimney at one end, was a very
gratifying one to Gregoire." (vol. 1, p. 325)

Inherent here is

an exactness which, in one sentence, gives us a total impression
of the setting, of one of the major characters, and of his
reaction to the surrounding circumstances.

Yet this sentence lacks

complicated structure and formality, and is charmingly phrased in

the simple language of ordinary people.
As we shall see, The Awakening represents the apex of
achievement in Realism; therefore consider the simplicity and natural
ness of Mrs. Chopin's description of Edna's husband, Uionce:
Mr. Pontellier wore eye-glasses. He was a man
of forty, of medium height and rather slender
build; he stooped a little. His hair was brown
and straight, parted on one side. His beard was
neatly and closely trimmed. (vol. 2, p. 881)
Now compare the description of a lady in 11 A Lady of Bayou
St. John, 11 which is predominantly Local Color, with that of a
young woman in 11 Aunt �py's Interference."

In the former, the

description of Madame Delisle is adorned with embellishments
which are ruinous to the simplicity and naturalness Howells
demands.
Madame was very beautiful. So beautiful,
that she found much diversion in sitting for hours
before the mirror, contemplating her own loveliness;
admiring the brilliancy of her golden hair, the
sweet languor of her blue eyes, the graceful contours
of her figure, and the peach-like bloom of her flesh.
She was very young. (vol. 1, p. 298)
Shorn of its ornamentation, the description of Melitte in 11 Aunt
Lympy's Interference" is realistic.
She was a slender young body of eighteen with skirts
that escaped the ground and a pink-sprigged shirt-waist.
She had the beauty that belongs to youth_ the freshness,
the dewiness_ with healthy brown hair that gleamed and
honest bro'Wll eyes that could be earnest as well as merry.
(vol. 2, p. 511)
Realism has an almost scientific, observant approach.

William

Dean Howells has placed the source of Realism in the concurrent
emergence of democracy and science, both of which "evolved an attitude
which examined man as mere animal, not as hero or demi-g od. ,,4

4J

Kate

Chopin's Antoine Bocaze in 11 At Ch�illre Cam.inada 11 is illustrative
o! the scientific examination of Realists.
He knew there was no better fisherman on the
C�niere Caminada than himself, if his .face was
too long and bronzed, his limbs too unmanageable
and his eyes too earnest_ almost too honest.
( vol. l, p. J09)
Tonie, as he is called, lacks the dimensions of both hero and demigod.

Here is a man wo is strictly human_ who realizes his -

physical deficiencies but who has confidence in his ability as
a fisherman.

Yet he is a man with a story.

He falls in love

with the music of a visiting church organist and ultimately with
the young lady herself.

Lacking in equivalent breeding, culture,

and fine appearance, Tonie loves her from a distance.

When he

hears that she has sickened and died, he is relieved; for, as
long as she lived, he feared losing her to someone else.
he will never have to face that reality.

Now

Mrs. Chopin makes

nothing more of him than that he is human and that is enough.
The scientific approach to literature, as advocated by
Howells, must also be judged by the artistry with which it is
employed by the author.
the word

11

The generally accepted implications of

science" denote. technicality.

The factor which distin

guishes realistic literature from textbook information rests
undeniably within the writer's artistic ability.
The honest presentation of personal observation is the
demand of a scientific approach.
complete picture.

Never ca.� the author paint a

He can merely observe the character in flux

and show his readers strictly what he sees.

Paula Von Stoltz is

revealed through her actions in "Wiser Than A God. 11

As the

story begins, Paula is preparing to play the piano for a ball
She does not share her mother's

being given by the Brainards.

distaste for the task which financial difficulty has made necessary.
She is, however, persistent in pursuit of her classical studies.
George Brainard falls in love with Paula and wants to marry her but
she refuses on the grounds �hat she cannot be both a dedicated
wife and a dedicated musician.

The decision is in favor of her

music with the consequence that she eventually achieves inter
national fame as a pianist.

Mrs. Chopin has not interpreted;

she has not analyzed; she has not philosophized or advocated_
she has merely given us a view of Paula in flux.

Believing that

no "writer has ever made a 'portrait' in fiction-,"(vol. 2, p.722)
she is content to present only what she sees through an observation
in the scientific tradition.
As Grant Knight (following Howells) points out,

11

both

democracy and science were leveling forces, destructive of
aristocratic conditions and privileges. 11 5

Thus democracy, by

overhauling the social organization, and science, which had
developed mechanisms capable of satisfying the acquisitive nature
of man, had combined to elevate the middle class.6

his demand that literature be based on the

11

Following

solid and positive, 11

(p. 9) Howells advocated that it deal with the commonplace,
rather than the exceptional.

''The task he set himself, 11 says

Knight, ''was to show that com.mnplace people might be made
interesting even to the point of excitement by a close, intelligent
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observation of their actions and thoughts. u 7
A further demand of the realistic approach is that, without
exception, it must refiect the author's self-study and self
knowledge.

In this connection, Kate Chopin remarks that Sister

� renects Joel Chandler Harris' inability to recognize 11 the
extent of his failure when he adopts an external suggestion and
tries to make it his own." (vol. 2, p. 719)

The doctrine,

which she develops, regarding the value of introspection is
clarified by the praise effusively accorded the stories of
Maupassant:

"Here was a man who had escaped from tradition and

authority, who had entered into himself and looked out upon life
through his own being with his own eyes; and who, in a direct
and simple way, told us what he saw." (vol. 2, p. 701)
Mrs. Chopin's praise of Maupassant's approach is an obvious
reflection of her attitude toward literature.

Howells, in similar

vein, has gone so far as to declare that the value test of
literature lies in the answer to the question:
of life? (pp. 10-12)

Is it an expression

Art is not apart from society.

It draws

its importance from life and, therefore, must delve into the
business of life in order to be honest, and, in turn, realistic.
Kate Chopin defines the Realist as one whose "earnestness of
purpose and poetic insights are applied to true life and true
art." ( vol. 2, p. 691)

In "The Western Association of Writers,"

she attacks that group for ignoring the reality of that whole
world lying outside provinciality:

"It is human existence in

its subtle, complex, true meaning, stripped of the veil with
4.6

which ethical. and conTentional. standards have draped it. 11 (vol.. 2,
p. 691)
The honest, simple unpolished technique becomes Mrs. Chopin's
In

forte.

11

0n Certain Brisk, Bright Days," she defines the

method which she has personally found to be most successful.:
"Story-writing - at least by me - is the spontaneous expression
of impressions gathered goodness knows where." (vol. 2, p. 722)
Evidence that she supports this approach is also found in her
essay, "In the Confidence of a Story-Writer, 11 in which she says
I am 100re than ever convinced that a writer shoul.d
be content to use his own facul.ty, whether it be a
facul.ty for taking pains or a faculty for reaching
his effects by the roost careless methods. (vol. 2,
pp. 704-r,ro5)

William Shuyler, one of her publishers, said that "when the
theme of a story occurs to her, 'She writes it out immediately,
often at one sitting, then after a little, copies it out care
fully, seldom making corrections.
that. 11 8

She never retouches after

What is called the polishing up process, 11 she says,

11

"has al.ways proved disastrous to my work, and I avoid it, pre
rerring the integrity of crudities to artificial.ities." ( vol. 2,
p. 722)
Kate Chopin admitted to one attempt at careful selection
and planning of a story.

:[Jing awake nights, she conceived the

theme, made cautious selection of details designed to create a
single impression, and then care.ful.ly nailed together "The Maid
of Saint Phillippe."

The story, resul.ting from such pains, was

she .felt, a disaster.

While an element of formality, which is
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•

unique in her writing, and an increase in descriptive detail are
evident in this story, there still seems to emerge a simplicity
and directness which the author had not consciously planned.

The

charm of Kate Chopin emerges in spite of the mechanics, as seen
in the following description of Marianne:
Her stride was as untrammelled as that or the stag
who treads his native hill-side unmolested. There
was something stag-like, too, in the poise of her
small head as she turned it from side to side, to
sniff the subtle per.fume of the Indian Summer.
(vol. 1, p. ll6)
Another story provides a useful contrast in authorial treatment.
11

Loka !1 deals with a little Indian girl.

Consider the clarity

and directness of her description:
She was a half-breed Indian girl, with hardly a
rag to her back. To the ladies of the Band of
United Endeavor who questioned her, she said.her
name was Loka, and she did not know where she
belonged, unless it was on Bayou Choctaw. (vol. 1,
p. 212)
While Realism must be honest and natural, Howells insists
that it stay within the realm of decency.

Viciousness exists,

he concedes, but not as a condition of society; so, though it
will create an effect, it will be a cheap effect. (pp. 70-71)
Grant C. Knight points out that Howells exhibits tastefulness
more in the direction of Jane Austen than in Zola.

In his own

writing he shunned "the disagreeable and repulsive. 11 9 Similarly,
Kate Chopin is consistent in her tasteful treatment of subjects
which might otherwise offend.
tenet, the story of

11

Consider, in relation to this

La Belle Zoraide," a young and beautiful

mulatress who was in love with Mezor, a negro, whom her mistress
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forbade her to see.

Manna-Loulou, who narrates Zoraide I s story,

demonstrates tastefulness in supplying details.
There is no mistress, no master, no king nor priest
who can hinder them from loving when they will.
And these two found ways and means. (vol. l, p. 305)
Violence is treated with the same tastefulness as sex.
Gregoire Santien, in At Fault, has been killed in a gun battle.
We learn of it only when it is reported to his aunt.

The reader

is spared the lurid details and accepts Th�r�se's understanding
that he has died

11

by the hand of a stranger with whom perhaps

the taking of a man's life counted as little as it had once
counted with his victim." (vol. 2, p. 851)

A violent man has

died a violent death but Mrs. Chopin rejects the sensationalism
which is a possibility of the indident.

As Howells has advocated,

she has insisted on the tasteful treatment of her material.
Kate Chopin braves this frontier with more courage than
Howells demonstrates in his writing.

By his insistence upon

tastefulness, he ignored many subjects which Mrs. Chopin sees
as part of the human condition.

She, unlike Howells, writes of

divorce, illicit sex, unconventional love, and above all sexuality,
especially that of women.

Her use of Realism points out the

incongruity of Howells' application of the tenets of honesty and
tastefulness. While he seems to consider anything which is
distasteful to be dishonest, Kate Chopin sees much more than he
as a condition of society and uses it in her stories.

Where Howells

illustrates taste in choice of subjects, she illustrates it in the
technique she employs in treating those subjects which he refuses
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to acknowledge as honest elements of life.
That Kate Chopin followed the inroads or the realistic
approach is made abundantly clear from a sequential reading of
The Complete Works of Kate Chopin. Honest observation, without
attention to selection and creation of single effects, becomes
her forte.

She has found herself incapable of forcing her stories

into the framework of conscious plan and contents herself with
spontaneous expression of her observations.

She says, in her

essay entitled !!As You Like It, 11 that the author must shed
illusions and consider "Men and the world, life and the insti
tutions." (vol. 2, pp. 707-708)

In another section of the same

essay she praises Ru.th McEnery Stuart's "Carlotta's Intended"
for its characters and dialect which "are singularly true to
nature. 11 (vol. 2, p. 711)

In her own writings she has embodied

those principles of Realism which closely parallel those advocated
by William Dean Howells.
II
Now that the principles of Howells regarding Realism
have been set forth and illustrated in isolated detail, let us
consider how these principles work with regard to the larger
elements of Mrs. Chopin's works, namely the subject matter as
well as plot, characterization, and theme.

Included in this

discussion, also, is the evidence found that Kate Chopin contempo
raneously adhered to and espoused the same values as Howells in
her literary endeavors.

Mrs. Chopin's subjects spring from
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personal. observation and occur to her in conscious flashes of
inspiration.

They are, lllCreover, derived from what she sees

and knows of life.
of his

11

She attacks Hamlin Garland in a criticism

Crumbling Idols" for his stand that art should go 11 to

those puissant sources, Life and Nature, 11 and ignore 11 ioodels
.furnished by man. 11 (vol. 2, p. 69)

Realism requires the writer

to delve into and draw from life, she insists.
the coI11IOOnplace, rather than the exception.

It deals with

Above all, it

requires removal of romantic restrictions and emphatically declares
that any sub§ect .found in an observation of real life is worthy of
literary treatment.
That life itself is enough, that it is its own reason.for
living, is the eventual realization of Edna Pontellier.

Her

response to the attentions of Alcee Arobin makes her feel 11 as
if a mist had been li.rted from her eyes, enabling her to look
upon and comprehend the significance of life, that monster made
up of beauty and brutality." (vol. 2, p. 967)
earliest pieces advances the same idea.

In organizing the complete

works, Per Seyersted has placed "Emancipation.
the beginning of the first volume.

One of Mrs. Chopin I s
A Life Fable 11 at

A very short fable, it tells

of an animal who was born in a cage and one day finds the door
open.

"Dreading the unaccustomed, 11 he approaches freedom with

trepidation.

Yet it is best that he choose to live "seeking ,

finding, joying and suffering." (vol. 1, p. 38)

Kate Chopin

thus exposes early tendencies of the Realist who presents life
in all its aspects _ the joy and the pain; and above all, extols
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the val.ue of fully experiencing life.

In The Awakening, the

last selection in the complete works, Ilr. Mandelet observes the
changes in Edna's bettavior and perceives a subtle transfor
mation from the formerly "listless woman" into one "palpitant
with the forces of li..fe." ( vol. 2, p. 952)

This last Chopin

work thus reflects theme identical to that of the first.
The author makes no attempt, in The Awakening. to create
or improve upon nature.

Edna Pontellier nostalgically relates

her memory from childhood of a stroll through a wheat field which
to her seemed very much like swimming in an ocean.

Her summer at

Grand Isle makes her feel as if she "were walking tlma� the
green meadow agai..."'1; idly, aimlessly, unthinking, and unguided."
(vol.. 2, p. 897)

Her happiness is greatest "when her whole

being seemed to be one with sunlight, the colors, the odors,
the luxuriant warmth of some perfect Southern day." (vol. 2,
p. 996)
The antithesis of Edna, Madame Ratignolle, is the epitome
of the nwife-mother" woman.

The "blind contentment" of her

domesticity 100ves Edna to "a pity for the colorless existence •••
in which she would never have the taste of life's delirium," though
that taste, she well real.ms, will be accompanied by soulful.
anguish.

(vol.

2, p.

938)

It

is better

in

spite of all to taste

of life.
To create the effect of life in its entirety, Kate Chopin
has in several places juxta� young love with death.

An

a.'1..11.ouncement of the marriage of Eleanor Gail to Charles Faraday
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appears in the local pa.per beside a "somber-clad notice•••
that Hammers!!rl.th & Co. were carrying a large and varied assort
ment o:f marble and granite monuments. 11 (vol� 1, p. 48)

The

mention of young lovers in The Awakening u followed each time
by mention of the lady in black, always with her prayer beads.
In each case, the hope of young love is immediately counter
balanced by the loss of hope inherent in the death image.

Thus

does Mrs. Chopin encompass aJl of life between these two distant
poles.
Edna Pontellier 's dilemma is that of the animal who escapes
the ca ge in which he was born; it is that of ordinary people;
it is especially that of socially encaged women.
of things, 11 Mrs. Chopin points out,

11

11

The beginning

of a world especially, is

necesaarily vague, tangled, chaotic, and exceedingly disturbing.
How few of us ever emerge from such a beginning.
souls perish in its tumult!" (vol. 2, p. 893)

How many

The intense

drama of ordinary lives is spotlighted through the author I s
observation of the commonplace.

Universality of the dilemma

presented by the human condition, in which individual freedom
is restricted by social institutions, rises in her hands to the
heights o:f great art.
William Dean Howells agrees with Senor Valdes that in
nature all is equally grand; (p. 33) therefore, anything in
life is worthy of literary treatment. (pp. 10-11)

The removal

of restrictions on choice of subject matter, for the aspiri..�g
Realist, allows freedom to select that which he knows subjectively.
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Kate Chopin says that first-hand information, no matter how
"lame or poor, 11 is

11

of more val.ue than any second-hand material

you may chance to put together. 11

(

vol. 2, p. 706)

The variety of subjects Mrs. Chopin chose to explore
reveals her keen interest in many facets of lii'e.

Awakened

passion is subtly presented, with little accompanying action, in
11

A Harbinger."

The surprising capacity of a lazy Cajun for
A Very Fine Fiddle. 11

sentiment dominates

11

In this tale Cleophas'

family needs food.

His daughter, the practical one of the two,

negotiates a deal whereby she trades his old fiddle for a new
one, plus additional cash.
fiddle.

11

But Cleophas never picks up the new

Boulot and Boulette" focuses on the efforts of twins

to buy shoes and their subsequent refusal to risk ruining them
by wearing them.

La Folle 's victory over psychological illness

and old Uncle Oswald I s search for the family to whom he thinks
he still belongs are variations on the subject of mental weak
ness among former slaves.
other stories deal with the slow movement of time measured
by seasons ( 11 Ripe Figs''), a search for missing turkeys ("A
Turkey Hunt"), wisdom nurtured by contemplation ("An Idle Fellow"),
pride of the poor folk ( 11 A Gentleman of Bayou Teche"), loyalty
of a for:ner slave to the family which once owned her ('11 Tante
Cat 1 rL'lette 11 ).

Topics which offer more profound psychological

drama deal with varied facets of the conditions of women:

the

freedom. of woman to be herself ( riwiser Than a God"), the domi
natL"lg love of a religious woman for a married man ("A Senti.mental
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Soul"), arousal of unsuspected maternal. instincts in women ( 11 Regret, 11
11

Athenaise"), and the surprisingly selfish splurge which is

indulged in by a previously typical mother-woman ( 11 A Pair of
Silk Stockings").
11

Caline11 concerns a young girl whose encounter with

passengers on a train, stalled near her home, leads to unexpected
consequences.

The power of hypnosis and the transcending power

of love a.re explored in 11 A Mental Suggestion. 11

Restitution .,

perfectly planned and executed, is amusingly presented in
Family Affair."

11

A

"The Storm" deals with an isolated sexual

encounter which is profound only for the moment, devoid of
consequences beyond the short space of time in which it occurs.
In accordance with William Dean Howells' thinking, the
drama of the commonplace is typical in Kate Chopin's works.
It is a drama of individuals; it has no universal repercussions;
it is, however, of significant import to the individual and is
thereby of profound dimension.
On the surface Hamzelle Fleurette, in

11

A Senti.mental

Soul," appears to be a colorless, contented spinster; yet her
realization that she loves a married man is soul-rending because,
according to religious stricture, it is a sin.

Consider the

fact that her entire life had been ruled by her religion and
the dramatic proportion is obvious when she abandons religion
for the freedom o! loving where she will.
Mrs. Baroda undergoes a p�ofound change in attitude L�
"A Respect able Woman. 11

Loathing Gouvernail, a friend of her
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husband, she is sullen about his impending visit.

Unexpectedly

meeting him alone in the garden, she amazes herself by the strong
infatuation which draws her to him.

She must thereafter abandon

the honest and open relationship she had shared with her husband
for a shield of secrecy.
Mamzell.e Aurelie in "Regret" likewise finds the very basis
of her life destroyed.

She has chosen the life of a spinster,

happily assuming the masculine role of farmer.

When she takes

care of a neighbor's children for a week, Mamzelle Aurelie is
surprised to discover the deeply buried maternal instincts.
Thus she belatedly and passionately regrets her decision not
to marry.
u Caline !'

relates the powerful change wrought in the life

of a young girl by a minor incident.

A train breaks down near

her home and she meets a boy from the city.

She is restless

thereafter and feels a strong pull to the city.

She finally

goes to the city but still experiences the same restlessness
as she did at home.

Eventually she is struck by the revelation

that the magnetism was to the boy and not to the city at all.
Her life has undergone a vital upheaval and has reached that
point where no solution to her dilemma is available.
The above stories are representative of Mrs. Chopin's
ability to deal with the commonplace.

The drama of ordinary

incidents is beautifully revealed and the significance of the
commonplace assumes profundity under her hand.

Plot, though less important than other elements in the
realistic story, ha.s nevertheless undergone scrutinizing
consideration in this mode.

The Realist is not restricted to

following any guide in this area.

Closed plot- as in Local Color,

the "de.finite resolution of conflict, 11 or open plot as in Realism,

which "has little or no resolution, " lO may be employed if it
suits the honest intentions of the author.

Plot in II A Turkey

Hunt 11 is subordinate to characterization of Artemise.

It is a

closed plot in that the turkeys which have been missing are
found, but the natural approach to the character of Artemise
remain.s untrammelled and, there.fore, realistic.

By contrast,

open plot succeeds in "The Lilies rr and in 11 Aunt Lympy 1 s Inter
f. erence 11 in .furthering the realistic concept.

Each plot impresses

the reader with a probable solution to conflict.

11

Caline 11

offers no solution and no probability of solution in its plot.
There occurs action, of .dramatic proportions in the uncomplicated
life of a Cajun; but the story concludes with presentation,
rather than resolution, of conflict.

The major consideration

regarding the importance of plot is that, for the Realist, any
choice may be made, provided it furthers his intentions.
In "Confidences 11 Kate Chopin remarks that Joe l Cha.""ldler
Harris' Sister Jane has come "perilously near being ruined by
a plot.u (vol. 2, p. 719)

Contrastingly she regards Maupassant's

stories as ::life, not fiction: for -where were the plots, the old
fashioned mechanism and stage trapping that in a vague, unthinking
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way I had fancied were essential to the art of story making. 11
(vol. 2, pp. 700-701)
The importance of plot in realistic fiction lies in the
fact that it will generally i.mfold through a blend of panorama
and scene.
that

11

Jay Hubbell says, in Southern Life in Fiction,

the essence of art is selection."

The artist must select

details, which he arranges, and cast lights and shadows so the
reader sees the same "significant things he himself has seen. nil
Panorama, by definition, is the comprehensive, extensive
view; scene is the II close-up'', the intensive view.

The Realists,

in their efforts to make the reader "see'.', are able to accomplish
with this blend exactly what the modern miracle of television
attempts to do.

The television camera, as the Realists, focuses

on the broad picture and zeroes in on details of that picture
in that blend which is commensurate with the intended impression.
The real sight of real people combines the ability to focus, in
both light and shadow, on specifics with the ability to include
peripherally the broader pictures.

The Realist, in his attempts

at an honest approach, employs the same capability and thus
gives his reader the same blend of perceptions.

The panoramic

view, as Knickerbocker and Reninger point out, is "usually
presented through exposition and description'' which "helps to
establish the atmosphere and tone of the story. 11

12

Then the

focus narro�� and zeroes in on a specific, limited portion of
the total picture.
:,A Wizard from Gettysburg1 1 provides an illustration of
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the author I s movement from panorama to scene.
gives the broad view:

11

The opening sentence

It was one afternoon in April, not long

ago, only the other day, and the shadows had already begun to
lengthen." (vol. 1, p. 124)

Immediately Mrs. Chopin moves to

a. rather detailed description of Bertrand Delmande around whom
the story will evolve.

He was

a fine, bright-looking boy of fourteen years, _
fifteen, perhaps, _was mounted, and riding along
a. pleasant country road, upon a little Creole pony,
such as boys in Louisiana usually ride when they
have nothing better at hand. He had hunted, and
carried his gun before him. (vol. l, p. 124)
The order of panorama and scene is more often reversed
in Kate Chopin I s stories.

Consider the opening paragraph of

''Doctor Chevalier I s Lie. 11
The quick report of a pistol rang through the
quiet autumn night. It was no unusual sound
in the unsavory quarter where Dr. Chevalier
had his office. Screams commonly went with
it. This time there had been none. (vol. 1,
p . 147)
The specific view, the pistol shot, is presented; and gradually
the spectrum broadens with the mention of a night in autumn,
the commonness of the sound, the disreputable area in which the
doctor's office is located, and the absence of screams which
usually accompanied the sound.
Panoramic and scenic views are intermingled throughout
the stories as one would expect.

r:A Shameful Affair" begins

by telling us of Mildred Orme sitting contentedly on the porch
of a farmhouse.

The next two paragraphs give a vivid, detailed

description of the farm, then of the house, gradually sharpening
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the reader's focus on Mildred 'Who lounges daily on the porch
with "her Browning or her- Ibsen." ( vol. 1, p. 131)
The broader use of panorama and scene in plot can be found
in 11 At the

1

Cadian Ball."

The action begins with the colorless

Bobin8t I s hesitant decision to go ta the ball that night.

The

major attradion and torment to him is Calixta, the wild young
Cajun with Spanish blood in her veins.

Then we pick up the

story of Alcee Laballiere, a handsome young planter whose destroyed
rice crop and rejected professions of love lead him to escape his
tribulations by going to the ball.

From there we move into the

comprehensive view of the ball in which .Bobinot, Calixta, and
Alcee share the focus equally.

Again the focus narrows and we

witness the clandestine flirtation between Calixta and Alcee.
Clarisse, who had scorned Alcee's passionate avowals, arrives
and the focus moves with Alcee from Calixta to Clarisse and her
tearful., courageous admission that she loves him.

Panorama

and scene are thus intermingled throughout this story to focus
the reader's attention where the author wills.
It is necessary, according to Howells, to get

11

characters

away from their belongings and let them 'act upon one another. ' 11 13
The method thus prescribed is the subordination of plot to
characterization.

The novel requires nothing more of a,,. artist

than that he develop the character.

The details of plot have

only to contribute to that centrally important aspect.l.J+. Speaking
of Joel Chandler Harris' ability to present truthful characters,
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Kate Chopin expresses the hope that he will tell more.

"We shall

not demand a plot; just a record of their plain and simple lives
is all we want." (vol. 2, p. 720)

Reflecting her subscription

to Howells' theories of Realism, she praises Harris I rr powe r to
depict character in its outward manifestations." (vol. 2, p. 720)
The Norwegian writer Kielland basks in similar gratitude for
his "fine psychological touch" (vol. 2, p. 7l0) in the story
"Pharoah."

In this tale, a beautiful countess, who has risen

from the rank of coI!IIIX)n folk via her great beauty, experiences
a sensation of hate fo;r her trappings of wealth and rank when
she looks out over the throngs crowding her carriage route.
A longing overcomes her to belong to the surging sea of upturned
faces from which she has come.

Kate Chopin says:

the story, but it is enough! n (vol ._ 2 ., p. 710)

"that is all

Contrastingly,

she berates the author of Jude the Obscure for characters which
are "so plainly constructed with the intention of illustrating
the purposes of the author, that they do
any impression of reality. 11

(

not for a moment convey

vol. 2, p. T..J+.)

"Ripe Figs," similar to Kielland I s "Fharoah, 11 captures
only a glimpse of what Howells calls the character in Iil:.ux.
There is no action in the story, only 11 the mood of a little girl I s
impatience as she measures the slow march of time by the advance
of the seasons. 11 l5

She impatiently waits for the figs to ripen,

at which ti::ne she rill be allowed to visit relatives on another
bayou.

Kate Chopin reveals complexities of characters in t'Atheni:tse"

through small glimpses of them in action.
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Athenuse has left her

husband and resides in a boarding house in New Orleans where a
neighboring resident finds himseli very much attracted to her.
Gouvernail hides his feelings for her, but assumes a revealing
Athenaise herseli demon

air of proprietorship in her presence.

strates conflicting attitudes by the sudden surge of generosity
which prompts her to buy gifts for everyone she knows in Cane
River just prior to her return.

These people are the same ones

she had actively disliked and openly opposed while living there.
Undeniably the singularly most important element of Howells'
Realism is that of characterization.

Bennett points to his

repeated emphasis on the writer's "responsibility to character

and situation rather than story.1116 The rrfulcrum on which the
7

Realist balances his art is ••• the study of individuals 11 l and
the revelation of character is merely 11 the moment for observing
character in flux.1118

Psychological novels, the vessels for

characterization, are thus defined as a
study of what Howells called the 11 miracles of the - inner world"_ the conflicts between unconscious
desire and conscious motive, seliish wish and
necessary duty, pride and shame, vanity and
humility, fear and hope, sexuality and spirituality,
avarice and benevolence, appetite and self-control
which issue into actio� evidencing some kind of
balance or i.mbalance.l
According to Howells, Realism portrays feeling, not
"passion," commonsense, not "power, 11 and shows the writer as
an artist, not "genius. 11 (p. 37)

"The reflection of exterior

nature in this individual spirit, Senor Valdes believes to be
the fundamental of art, 11 quotes Howells who obviously agrees
with the thought.

For the sake of naturalness, the author of
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realistic fiction does not strive to awaken "vivid and violent
emotions'' in the reader.

He strives merely to portray the honest

emotion he encounters through observation. (p. 35)
In order to interest the reader in the realistic portrayals
of character, fiction must induce him to a. sense of shared experience,
not the provision of vicarious excitement.

He must be made

a.ware of th! connection between character and morality.

Realism

will pose the question of morality but it is not r�quired to
provide any answers, though authors' opinions do find expression
in this mode.
Kate Chopin, in a criticism of Jude The Obscure, points
out that its fault lies in the author's inability to arouse
sympathy for the hero.
charges, the reader
(vol. 2, p. 714)

t1

By the conclusion of the book, she

does not care whether he Iives or dies. t1

Howells places value on shared experience

because of its ability to make men "know one another better,
that they may all be humbled and strengthened with a sense of
their fraternity. t1

(

p. 87)

Mrs. Chopin's finest contribution to Realism is�
Awakening and much of its value may be attributed to that sense
of sharing which she inspires in the reader.

She takes us into

the heart of Edna Pontellier and carries us with her through
those experiences which arouse and enlarge her perception.
Near the beginning of this novel Leonce Pontellier decides, upon
his late return fro:n a poker game, that one of their children has
a fever and upbraids Edna for her neglect.
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Edna is positive there

is no fever and the reader shares her feelings of injustice and
frustration over her husband's accusations.

From this point

onward, Mrs.. Chopin's reader is with her heroine _ sharing her
struggle for understanding, her broadening perception of herself
and her circu;nstances, and ultimately experiencing the awareness
which makes her final decision mandatory.
Many of Kate Chopin's short stories are evidence of her
ability to induce a sense of shared experience in the reader.
The Awakening becomes the best illustration, however, because of
its power to sustain reader interest through the duration of a
long work.

To have reader sympathy for a short time is commendable;

to hold it for a much longer time is the most conclusive evidence
of this author's effective use of the technique.
At the beginning of The Awakening the central character
is referred to as Mrs. Pontellier, indicative of her position
as a possession.
11

As the focus sharpens, however, she becomes

Edna, 11 the individu.al with her own name.

part of panorama.

Edna is scene.

.Mrs. Pontellier is

To keep the focus sharply on

Edna, the supporting characters are blurred. 20 When the focus
of any lens _ be it a camera or the human eye _ becomes specific,
the broader view, though still perceived, becomes muted.

Literary

artistry with realistic intentions will therefore strive for
similar effect.

The result, in The Awakening, is that scene

becomes sharper by juxtaposition with panorama, which is blurred.
Panorama and scene have been used effectively, not only
L"l plot, but in character develof!I!.ent.

The technique which proves

so use.ful. in Mrs. Chopi.."1 1 s second novel is seen earlier in her
short stories.

Melitte, in :rAunt lzympy's Interference," is

developed through the blend of these views.

We start with scene.

Melitte is cleaning her room but often strays to look out her
window.

We then move into the panoramic position .for a view

of the character.
She was a slender young body of eighteen with skirts
that escaped the ground and a pink-sprigged shirt
waist. She had the beauty that belongs to youth _
the freshness, the dewiness _ with healthy brown
hair that gleamed and honest brown eyes that could
be earnest as well as merry. (vol. 2, p. 5ll)
The same technique acquaints us with Archibald in 11 A
Morning Walk. 11

Again we are exposed to the specifics of his

activities which tell us something about this character.
risen early and eaten breakfast, he is taking a walk.

Having

Then we

are given a description which broadens our view.
He was forty or thereabout, but did not resent
being thought older, and never corrected the
miscalculations of acquaintances when they added
a half-score years to his age. He was tall with
broad shoulders, a straight back, and legs that
took long, energetic strides. His hair was light
and rather thin; his face strong and rugged from
exposure, and his eyes narrow and observant. (vol. 2,
p. 566)
Panorama and scene are blended in The Awakening in order
to develop the characters.

Deftly Mrs. Chopin allows Leonce to

shift our focus from scene to panorama.

"Once in a while he

withdrew his glance from his newspaper and looked about him, 11
(v0l. 2, p. 881) she says� and proceeds to a description of
the sights and sounds which surround him.

The order of the

two views is reversed in Edna/s initial intr-oduction.

We move

from the panorama of Leonce's experiences to the scene, 'Which
is Edna.

Because of her vitality to the novel and the fact that

her introduction includes mannerism as well as physical attributes,
'W'8

shal.l include the total scene.
Mrs. Pontellier' s eyes were quick and bright;
they were a yellowish brawn, about the color of her
hair. She had a way of turning them swiftly upon an
object and holding them there as if lost in some inward
maze of contemplation or tho�ht ..
Her eyebrows were a shade darker than her hair.
They were thick and almost horizontal, emphasizing the
depth of her eyes. She was rather handsome than
beautiful. Her face was captivating by reason of a
certain frankness of expression and a contradictory
subtle play of features. Her manner was engaging.
(vol.. 2, p. 883)
Later, in further concentration upon Edna's developnent,

Mrs. Chopin begins with a specific trait, that she "was not
given to confidences," (vol. 2, p. 893) which· forms a scene.
Then she backs away and perceives that 11 at Grand Isle she began
to loosen a little the mantle of reserve that had always enveloped
her;" thus we move on to a panoramic view which reveals the
presence of "influences, both subtle and apparent, 'W'Orking in
their several ways to induce her to do this. 11 (vol. 2, pp. 893894)

On through The Awakening we encounter such blends of

panorama and scene.
To consider this novel in its entirety, however, is to
realize that the novel and the character of Edna represent, in
a broad sense, the gradual sharpening of focus fl-om the extensive
view to that of the specific view.

At the beginning Edna senses

an "indescribable oppression" and a 1ivague anguish" regarding
her reactions to Robert Lebrun. (vol. 2, p. 892)
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Gradually,

•

through sharpened focus, her sharpened awareness is represented.
By- the conclusion of her story, she realizes that even Robert,
whom she now knows she loves, would one day

11

me:lt out of her

existence, leaving her alone." (voL 2, p. 999)

Characterization

has moved thus from. the obscurity of panorama. to the clarity of
scene throughout the course of the character's devel.opnent.

The

blend of both views has been elevated from the status of techni
cality to that of subtle artistry.

The two levels on which the

blend of panorama. and scene is used - the specific shifts of
view throughout and the gradual sharpening of Edna I s development
from the vagueness of panorama to the clarity of scene _ are
testimony to Kate Chopin's able use of this realistic technique.
Character development rests on a tri-cornered foundation
which affects its expression.

The language will be that which

is spoken daily and will be based on the personality of the
character who is speaking.

The author will portray the honest

emotion of his character.

The greatest importance lies in the

author's emphasis on the psychological complexities of the
individual.

Such emphasis gives importance to motive, usually

the complexity of motive, for no person is a type but a complicated
blend of conflicting drives.

Dealing with complexities forces

the writer to treat all passions and emotions and frees him from
that restriction which requires a single effect.

His language

will reflect the inner person and the honesty upon which Ho'W0lls
insists will thus be accomplished in realistic fiction.

Howells insists that the language be that which is spoken
by ordinary people, free from embellishment.

Inherent. in his

demand for naturalness is the requirement that, though the la.ngu.age
may not be "proper, 11 it should be used it' it is a helpful expression
of the author's honest observations. (pp. 65-66)
the unique expression of an individual.

Language is

The Realist must there

fore avoid stereotyped conversation and his characters must talk
as real people do. (p. 17)
As Per Seyersted points out in his biography of Kate
Chopin, the use of language is often poor in ''Wiser Than a God, 11
a story which has many l.ocal color characteristics.

"It ranges

from the formal ( 'you have spoken the signal that must part us 1)
via the stale ( 'the cruel blow that fate had dealt her 1 ) to the

colloquial ( 'very swell people 1 ) • 1121 The story seems honest

though and, to a degree at least, satisfies this requirement,
pointing toward the realistic influences on �..rs. Chopin early
in her career.
decorated.

Dialogue suffers only when it becomes highly

When George Brainard wants to marry her, Paula slips

into the declamatory:

"I must keep myself to my calling.

Rest

would mean deterioration." (vol. l, p. 45)
Madame Celestin's conversation is a direct reflection
of her psychological composition.

She is a woman who is easily

led by men, so that what she says reflects the most recent of the
masculine i.'lfluences she has experienced.

In a similar vein,

Euphrasie voices gratitude to Placide for saving her from the
sin which she, i.� female passiveness, refuses to effect for

lack of verbal ability commensurate with her personality

herself.

is evidenced by Artemise I s consistence in speaking only when asked
a question and then orJ..y in monosyllables.

Aunt Peggy's language

in "Old Aunt Peggy' 1 reveals the need for reassurance that her
former owners still care for her.

She visits the plantation

home every two years or so to see, as she puts it,
1

fo I it I s too late. ' 1

(

vol.. 1, p. 193)

11

'eve 'ything

The design of her expression

is successful in that it brings her the sympathy she desires.
Evariste, in 11 A Gentleman of Bayou Teche,n defends that pride,
which he senSEB to be under attack, by declaring in deliberate
tones that he is

11

a gent 'man. 11 (vol. 1, p. 324)

Another proud

defense is offered by Azelie for the robbery she has attempted.
11

1 ain't no thief," she vows and feels justification in that

she 11 was jus I takin 1 (trom the plantation storehousij a few li' le
things you all too mean to gi' me. 11 (vol. 1, p. 294)
Human complexity is thus often illuminated by the !ipeech
of characters.

The hypochondria of Madame Solisainte manifests

itself in her statement that "all the physician' in the worl'
cannot 1 elp me. 11 (vol. 2, p. 581)

Her selfish and miserly

attitude, constantly evidenced throughout the story by her comments,
surface with greater intensity at the conclusion.

Her niece

Basey has left with half of the inheritance, to which her own
mother seems entitled, but which the Madame has selfishly kept.
'To be rob in that way,

11

nation,

11 1

I will

I

11'

Yiadame Solisainte declares her indig

ave the law.' 11 (vol. 2, p. 585)

Madame Carambeau I s superior attitude and distorted view of

herseU are revealed through her speech in 11 A Matter of Prejudice.n
A portrait of the ultimate in pre ju.dice, she comments on the son
whom she had disowned when he married outside his race and
religion:

11

'You see, I have no prejudices.

Henri was always a stubborn boy.

I am not like my son.

Heaven only knows how he came by

such a character!'" (vol. 1, p. 288)
Realism requires of the writer characters whose developnent
goes beyond surface actions.

It has been pointed out that external.

conflict may be dramatized with the use of flat characters as
in the Local Color mode; internal conflict, as required in Realism,
makes necessary the use of round characters, those who are
individualized.

The rounded individuals achieve universality

through their representation of groups of individuals.
are "types of humanity in the symbolic sense. 1122
11

They

I do not believe," Kate Chopin says, "any writer has

ever made a

I

portrait I in fiction. A trick, a mannerism, a physical

trait or mental characteristic- go a very short way towards
portraying the complete indivi.dual in the writer I s imagination."
(vol. 2, p. 722)

She was to follow the course dictated by this

stated belief in many of her stories.

11

0z�11e 's Holiday" is

representative of one of her earliest attempts to present the
round character.

W-e learn that Ozeme is given to a certain

degree of irresponsibility, choosing, as he consistently does,
to take his holiday each year during the busy season on the plan
tation where he works.

There is, however, greater complexity of

1I10tive than at first seems obvious.
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That he seeks the company of

higher classes of' people, that he expands the truth of his importance
when telling of his holiday, that he spends all he has on fine
clothing are facts which combine to persuade us that his choice
of time is overtly calculated to reassure him of his importance.
The diametrically opposite qualities of responsibility and irrespon
sibility are put into conflict when Ozeme learns of Aunt Tildy's
inability to harvest her cotton.

Ozeme's irresponsible attitude

remains verbally active as he continues to declare his intention
of moving on the next day; but in actuality his sense of respon
sibility dominates so that he never leaves.

He spends his

holiday picking cotton.
Fanny is the best psychologically developed character in
Mrs. Chopin's first novel, At Fault.
Hosmer she had become an alcoholic.

During her marriage to David
After their divorce she

fights the battle of abstinence and, upon his insistence on
remarriage, she refuses, saying it would be the same thing over
again.

David assures her that it will not because he will be

different.

They marry and he takes her to live on the plantation

of Therese Laf�, whom he loves and upon whose insistence,
for moral reasons, he has sought a reunion with Fanny.

In

these circumstances, Fannie's return to alcohol is no surprise
to the reader.

Significantly the most interesting characters in

this novel are subs idiary characters who represent the common,
rather than the exceptional.
nephew of Therese that

II

Aut1t Belindy comments about the

'Gregor gwine be Gregor tell he die I

and the rough Texan, who spits tobacco juice when he tells Therese
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of Grego ire I s death rides away, 'his elbows sawing the air. 111 23
As m:i.g.�t be expected from previous references, character
emphasis reaches its apex in the author's final publication,
The Awakening.

Lewis Leary declares that, at this point, Kate

Chopin has finely tuned her talent for the presentation of
characters who are defined with honesty.24 Significant in its
artistry is the fact that the central character begins as
Pontellier.!'

11

Mrs.

As she is developed into a unique entity, no longer

solely a property of her husband, she becomes "Edna," indicating
Enhancement of Edna is effected

the individuality she has achieved.

partly through the purposeful stereotyping of all the supporting
characters _ 11 the kindly family doctor, the l}usband with a
proprietary attitude toward his wife•••the irresponsible insolence

of Victor Lebrun" in contrast to the "gallantry of his brother. 1125
Therefore her uniqueness as a person achieves greater clarity and
emphasis.

Kate Chopin rejects the strictures propounded by many that
an action or motive was either completely good or totally bad.
Figuratively speaking, this is the black and white theory.
Instead she chooses to recognize and explore the various shades
of gray, the combinations of black and 1'hite, of good and bad,
The motives which stir a

of which she relt life consisted�

person into action, she discovers, are a blend of good and bad.
It is the resultant shade of gray that Howells req_uires as the
consideration of realistic fiction.

No person is a type, he

contends, but a "character_ noble, no1i1 ignoble; now grand,
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now little; complex, full of vicissitude." (pp. l5016)

Realism

is not restricted to a single effect; so it may treat all passions
and, in so doing, be more truthful. (pp. 74-,-76)

It will deal

with the motive of a character-; and in fact usu.ally with the complexity
of motives.

11

Personality resides rather in the motives than

the actions of men, n Bennett quoted from Howells, and it is
"commonly the blend of several if not all the colors. 11 26

Kate

Chopin has realized that life is not lived according to objectively
prescribed formulas.

She writes of the "harmonious discord"

which had ruled her days before she "listened to the Voice 11
which advocated that so many hours be spent on this, that, and
the other endeavors. (vol. 2, p. 702)

Rejecting specific formulas

for any aspect of life, she looks for and exposes the multitudinous
complexities of emotion and motive which impart individuality to
her characters; and, in the opinion of many, she has successfully
executed Howells' definition of realistic characterization.
Lewis Leary has commented that Kate Chopin I s characters
are 11 defined with honesty and occasional brilliance and reaching
finest expression L'1. The Awakening. 11 2 7 Edna Pontellier becomes
the central character through the exploration of her complexities
and their juxtaposition against the staid, unmoving background
of stereotyped character with whom she must interrelate.
is a do:r.inating, possessive husband.
perfect wife and mother.
tric spinster.
attitudes.

Leonce

Adele P.atignolle is the

Hademoiselle Reisz is a typical eccen

Robert Lebrun is the cavalier with traditional

Alcee Arobin is a rogue.
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Dr. Kandelet is the comfort-

able old family doctor.

These personalities are stock; but it

becomes Edna's necessity to IllOve forward among the diverse
areas of tradition.

The novel follows Edna I s progress from

unthinking submissiveness, through arousing self-awareness, to
the acceptance o� and adherence to those emotions of which she
has become knowledgeable,
11

She could not have told why she was crying" (vol. 2,

p. 886) after Toonce, near the beginning of the book, has accused
her of neglecting the children.

Such a confrontation is typical

and had never before seemed so bad when measured by his generosity.
When Robert Lebrun asks her to join him in a swim, she at first re
fuses.

She "could not have told why, wishing to go to the beach

with Robert, she should in the first place have declined and in
the second place have followed in obedience to one of the contradictory impulses which impelled her. 11

(

vol. 2, p. 893)

At this

point, Edna does not understand, but does realize, the existence
of complex motives.
11

"A certain light, 11 Kate Chopin tells us,

was beginning to dawn dimly within her, - the light which,

showing the way, forbids it." (vol. 2, p. 893)
In her youth Edna had been given to dreams of love and
lovers but they dissolve when faced with the realities of her
marriage to Leonce.

11

She grew fond of her husband, realizing

with some unaccountable satisfaction that no trace of passion or
excessive and fictitious warmth colored her affection, thereby
threatening dissolution." (vol. 2, p. 898)
Kate Chopin is careful to examine Edna's motives for
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marrying Leonce.
His absolute devotion flattered her. She fancied
there was a sympathy of thought and taste bet�en
them. • • • Add to this the violent opposition of her
[Presbyteriaaj .father and her sister Margaret to
her marriage with a Catholic, and we need seek no
further for the motives which led her to accept
Monsieur Pontellier for her husband. (vol. 2, p. 898}
The marriage is therefore the result of a complicated blend of
naivete, whimsical and mistaken suppositions, and rebellion
against the strict protestantism of her father and older sister.
Mixed emotions characterize Edna's approach to motherhood.
She is. fond of her children

11

in an uneven, impulsive way.

She

would sometimes gather them passionately to her heart; she
would sometimes forget them. 11 (vol. 2, p. 899)
is complete.

Edna's situation

Affection for her immediate family is devoid of that

constance which sacrifices spiritual emancipation to traditionally
female dedication.
The self-assertive willfulness, which has sparked at
Leonce's demand that she come into the cottage, gradually concedes
to the realities of "conditions which crowded her in. 11 (vol. 2,
p. 912)

Edna rises to enter with an entreaty to her husband to

follow.

Leonce reacts as we would expect hint to do.

He must

assert his masculine dominance so he employs a delay tactic.
"Yes dear," he says,
(vol. 2, p. 913)

11

Just as soon as I have finished my cigar. 11

Leonce has been threatened by the seeming

reversal, for a time, of the traditional roles of husband and
wife.

His self-assertion serves to bring the situation back to

the comfortably com,entional, beyond which he is powerless to

understand or manipulate.

Throughout the novel, Leonce fails

to accomplish any degree of perception that his wife is a separate
entity, capable of e!l!Otions and drives independent of his sense of
superiority.
Early in her awakening process, Kate Chopin reveals to us
the motive which will result in Edna's final, decisive action.
11

'I would give up the unessential; I would give my money, I

would give my life for my children; but I wouldn't give myseU. 111
(vol. 2, p. 929)

At the time Edna speaks she is as incapable as

is Madame Ratignolle, to whom she is talking, of understanding
what she has said.

The statement is impulsive, motivated only

by a feeling that it is true.

What is to be accomplished by the

novel's final pages is the intellectual clarification in her
awakened psyche of that prophetic remark.
Representative of Edna's dilemma is the incident in
which she stomps her wedding band.

Marriage is like a circle to

Edna _ continuous, providing no opening through which the female
spirit may escape.

As ner·small heel is powerless to force a

chink in the circle, so Edna's spirit is powerless to change
traditional enslavement of the institution of marriage.
Her spirit persists, however.

Gradually sorting out the

conflicting passions aroused within the independent spirit that
tries to function within the confinement of tradition, Edna must
accept the fact that the requirements of both are irreconcilable.
She must choose one or the other course.

Deciding to �ove out

of the Pontellier home reflects her resolution to "never again
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belong to another than herself." (vol. 2, p. 693)

In rejecting

those circumstances cr eated by her marriage, she casts off all
the finery which her husband has provided; and opts for.th e
contras tingly small cottage which she, on a small inheritance

and with the sale of paintings, can aff'ord independently. She
instinctively puts away "her husband's bounty in casting off
her allegiance." (v ol. 2, p. 693)
Complexity of motive and emotion persists in Edna's life
beyond that decision, however.

Kate Ch opin brilliantly reveals

that human actions are never simple nor are their motivations.
Edna's spirit refuses to be freed by her rejection of an enslaving
institution.

In one paragraph she appears as the regal woman who

has assumed reign over her destiny.

In t he next, a sense of hope

less ness, which always accompanies her thoughts of th e beloved
Robert Lebrun, intrudes upon the absoluteness of her independ ence.
Mrs. Chopin gives us a woman "who rules, who looks on, who stands

alone. 11 (vol. 2 , p. 972)

Inherent in her decision to obey

her in..."ler impulse is the loneliness of the emancipated spirit
following the uncharted course.
Edna, giving credence to Howells' insistence that motive
be given primary consideration, tries to understand the motive for
Robert's indifference to her upon his return from Mexico. Unable
to arrive at any definitive explanations, she voices her inability
to clarify her perceptions in that accusation that he is guided
by

11

sorne selfish motive 11 which disregards her feelings. (vol. 2,

p. 990)
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Edna has outwardly rejected the conventional; but she is
to learn that traditional attitudes toward marriage and possessions
are inescapable.

Her insistence upon the freedom to feel and to

obey the inner being will be forever in conflict with the
persistence of society's blindness to individuality.

Robert

comes to a."1 expression of his love for Edna but he continues
his sell-revelation with that dream he has nurtured of making
her his wife.

Edna. 1 s emotional impulses are a.gain called into

action if she is to persist in the control of her destiny.
Robert may go to Leonce, she tells him, but she is 11 no longer
one of lvf.r. Pontellier I s possessions to dispose of or not."
(vol. 2, p. 992)
continues:
1

Vowing to be guided by the inner voice, she

"I give myself where I choose.

If he were to say,

Here Robert, take her and be happy; she is yours, I should

laugh at you both.

r !I

(vol. 2, p. 992)

As decisive as Edna seems at this point, it remains for
her to be further battered and further confused by the motiva
Her rambling conversation

tional forces within and without.

with Dr. Mandelet, upon leaving Adele's bedside, reflects the
confusion with which she approaches reconciliation of her rights
as an individual and the consideration of her children.

Madame

Ratignolle 1 s delivery of her fourth child has reminded Edna
that she must accept the intrusion in her emotions of her own
two little boys.

Dr. Mandelet is at least superficially aware

of the oo�flict thus created in Edna by existence of natural
impulses and traditional roles.

"Perhaps it is better to wake
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up after all.," Edna voices the sentiment of Mrs. Chopin's wild
a."l.imal in "Emancipation:

A Life Fable," "even to suffer, rather

than to remain a dupe to illusions all. one I s life. ti (vol. 2,
p. 996)
The conflict, begun early in the novel, between natural
impulses and traditional attitudes is juxtaposed consistently
against the broader conflict between Edna's struggle for complete
self-knowledge and the absolute absence of precedential standards
against which to measure her progress.

Success in self-under

standing is finally achieved with the revelation of that course
determined by obedience to inner motivational impulses in a
traditional society.

"To-day, !t Edna realizes,

11

it is Arobin;

to-morrow it will be someone else; ' 1 (vol. 2, p. 999)

but she

cannot sacrifice the children, to whom she has given life, for
that freedom she has consistently pursued.

Edna has achieved

complete comprehension of those prophetic words, spoken many
months earlier, that she would give up the unessential, but she
would never sacrifice herself for the children.
that she must sacrifice for them.

It is her life

Edna has finally reached that

clarity in self-awareness which enables her to make a decision
and, as the free agent she has now become, direct her actions
and ultimately control her destiny.
The dual levels of complexity should be obvious in Kate
Chopin's finest acco:nplish."llent in realistic fiction.

Conflict

of motivational and e:notional impulses occurs at isolated
moments withL'1 Edna Pontellier.

Sensing the presence of opposite
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motives at the same ti:ne contributes to confusion and frustration.
It is against the broader concept of sustained emotional conflict,
however, that she must steer the battered course.

Mrs. Chopin has

ingeniously succeeded in balancing momentary conflict against
sustained complexity; yet Edna's progress toward complete aware
ness steadily proceeds.

William Dean Howells' insistence that

realistic fiction emphasize the complexities of motives in
characterization has thus achieved Kate Chopin's most brilliant
compliance in The Awakening.
Local Color writing exists primarily for the entertain
ment of readers.

By contrast, Howells I campaign for Realism

declares that the effect of this literature will be ethical,
(p. 42) wherein lies its aesthetic appeal.

Its beauty and great

ness will exist, not merely through the psychological treatment
of characters, but also through the ethical effect its taste
fulness will produce.28

It would be, as Grant Knight points

out, "such Realism as Boston could read with complete approbation. 1129
Howells thus provides opportunity for the Realist to exercise
his power of persuasion.

Aesthetic attraction will assure that

his voice is heard.
The use of panorama and scene, which has been effectively
employed in plot and in characterization, may be used also to
advance theme.

Kate Chopin I s most proficient use of the panorama-

scene blend is found in The Awakening where she uses it to enhance
her theme.

For ex.ample, she describes tr.e Pontellier's home in
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New Orleans and quickly zeroes in on Mr. Pontellier's attitude
toward his possessions, which he greatly- values, thus enhancing
the earlier statement of his possesive attitude toward his wife.
The move from panoramic to scenic brings us quickly back to the
central theme_ the emancipation of Edna from a position as
her husband's possession to the freedom of an individual in
her own right.
Further use of the blend juxtaposes scene upon panorama
for the sake of clarifying theme.

Edna who is "not a mother

woman,11 becomes scene among the panorama of the many women at
Grand Isle who esteem it na holy- privilege to efface themselves
as individuals and grow wings as ministering angels. 11
p. 888)

(

vol. 2,

Later in the novel the description of Edna's farewell.

dinner, including the table appointment, guests: and their place
ment at table, gives the general picture.

Immediately the focus.

narrows to the diamond cluster, a birthday gift from her husband
Leonce, which she wears in her· hair.

This expensive gift repre

sents his material generosity, which Edna has decided to abandon,
in her quest for the freedom of an individual, responsive to her
own drives.

Thus has Kate Chopin employed the effective and

realistic technique which requires the blending of panorama
and scene.
Howells insistence upon the honest, the natural, the
actual, and commonplace places the whole of life at the hand
of the Realist.

No restrictions are placed on his choice of

theme so long as he treats it tastefully.
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In the realistic

mode, Mrs. Chopin's most consistent themes, wich we shall discuss,
deal with questions of morality and religion, the institution of
marriage, and the right of women to individuality.
Howells goes to great length to explain the basis on
which he has developed his theory or morality.

Character within

an individual, he says, is "the result of process, and that
process is accessibl.e to individual control.. " (p. ll)

Character

nbegins in motive, that is, will_ (which pr oduces personality);
and a succession of motivated actions becomes character when
that succession is fixed in habit." (p. ll)
be

11

But even habit must

strengthened by conscious practice" and must be protected

from the destructiveness of temperament. (p. 11.)
Character, he contends, is "not the self in any absolute
sense, but what one builds out of the materials of self, and
its delineation in fiction is achieved by a subtle and patient
art and not by the manipulation of cataclysmic events • 11 (p. 12)
'fo Howell.s, the most important element of character is will.
Analytically stated, character is the product of wil.l: temperament
is impulse; personality is the expression of the willed character
controlling temperament.

Character·;· t}:lerefore, becomes

to the judgement of conscience." (p. 14)

n subject

He was to finally

reach an insistence upon the religious view that conscience
comes with Christianity.
The importance of individual will to :roorality explains
Howells' advocating of psychological characterization, within
which Realists must give primary importance to motive.
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Will in

relation to morality is a strong factor in many of the stories
of Kate Chopin.
Immorality is rampant in "The Kiss, 11 not because of
Nathalie's actions, but because of her amoral, detached:. attitude
toward marriage.

She has, through exercise of her individual

will, decided to marry a rich man she does not love and keep
as lover the man she does love.

When her lover refus.es to concur

in her deception, she reveals the clearest hint of her detached
immorality.

"Well, 11 her attitude reveals,

his million left.

11

she had Brantain and

A person can't have everything in this world;

and it was a little unreasonable of her to expect it. 11 (vol .. 2,
Her immorality lies totally in her motivation, in the

p. 881)

deliberateness with which she sets a course contrary to Christian
conscience.
Violation of individual conscience by individual will, as
opposed to honest emotional drives, is punished in the stories of
Kate Chopin.

Hildred Orme, in "A Shameful Affair, 11 responds

passionately to the kiss of a man whom she has impulsively
followed to the river.

She suffers no social discipline as

a result of what society considers an immoral act; but she
finds it anguishingly necessary to forgive herself for her
Mademoiselle Farival, in

response to overpowering emotion.
11

Lilacs," obviously has lovers but she is punished for it by

society.

The nuns at the convent, where she has attended school

and vacationed i.� past yea.:-s, learn of her sinful activities
and deny her the privilege of spending her vacation there in
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the future.
Kate Chopin explores the right and wrong of will in her
first novel, At Fault.

Th6r�se Lafirme, the widowed owner of a

large plantation, falls in love with David Hosmer who is managing
a sawmill on her pl.ace. When 'fhey mutually acknowledge their love,
David tells her of his divorce from Fanny, who had become an
alcoholic during their marriage.

Therese Is religion regards

divorce as a sin and she persuades David that the only act with
which to rectify his immorality is to remarry Fanny.
simply because he wants to please Therese.

He agrees

Fanny turns again to

alcohol and eventually drowns as a res.ult of drunkenness ..
David, i..'1. trying to save her, receives a severe faciall. wound
whose scar shall remain forever vivid.

Therese, in forcing

her will on others, has created circumstances whose consequences
are far from satisfactory even to herself.

By the final. pages

of the novel, she has begun to question the morality of inter
ferenee with the will of others.
The Awakening �s the ultimate expression of Kate Chopin I s
attitude toward the importance of motivational wi.11 in morality
and character.

Edna first becomes conscious of her will when

she finds it in opposition to her husband's demands.

Surprising

herself, she •:perceived that her will had blazed up, stubborn
and resistant. 11 (vol. 2, p. 912)

This motivational force

strengthens in direct proportion to her growing self-awareness.
Coming to realize her need for spiritual emancipation, she
exercises the will to decide on her own life, resolving "never

again to belong to another than herself • 11

(

vol. 2, p. 963)

Per Seyerst.ed concludes that Kate Chopin "seems to say
that Edna has a real existence only when she gives her O'Wl'l
laws, when she through conscious choice becomes her own creation
with an autonomous self • 11 3°

Refiecting the existential demand to

dictate one t s destiny, Edna's death

11

is not so much a result

of outer f'orces crowding her in as a triumphant assertion of
her inner liberty. ,i3l Juxtaposed. against

wnl fam

Dean Howells 1

and Kate Chopin's understanding of morality, her suicide becomes
the morally correct exercise of her will.
Not always, however, does Realism present so definitive
a solution to the question of moral. rectitude, nor is it required
to do so.

The important ethical effect, according to Howells,

is that Realism just succeed in presenting an awareness of moral
questions.

Looming before the aspiring realistic writer are

"questions of how human behavior is related to larger questions
of the individual I s accountability not only to himself but to
a higher intelligence and of the individual's significance in

a universal moral order. "32

Howells held not a doubt of God

himself; but experience led him to doubt "man's ability to under
stand the nature of God's arrangements for man.u33

Kate Chopin's

attack on the writers of the Western Association is against that
positivity with which they approach the matter of man's ability
to understand the divine plan.
There is no doubt in their souls, no unrest;
apparently- an abiding faith in God as he
ma.'1.i.fests him.self through the sectional
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church, and an overmastering love of their
soil and institutions. (vol. 2, p. 691)
Such an accusation as she has stated places her attitude in
agreement with that of Howells in doubting man's understanding
of God ' s plans •
As we have seen earlier, ¥..rs. Chopin explores the shades
of "grayt' in human existence, rejecting the "black and white"
theme of traditional religion.

In reply to Madame Pr-ecieuse,

a friend who has recommended the cultivation of religious urges,
she insists that she cannot view her soul as "beautiful and
luminous in a state of grace, but spotted bla.ck and hideous
by sin." (vol. 2, pp. 701-702)

She recognizes the forces of

conflict to which no answers are known.

To suppose she "had

any opi.."lions !r she admits to be a mistake, though she- had consi
dered formulating a few "marketable" ones. (vol. 2, p. 709)
The consideration ended, she flippantly adds, upon her discovery
that there was nothing one could do with them.
The vagueness of answers to moral questions is most clearly
represented in Mrs. Chopin's 11 A Respectable Woman."

Mrs. Baroda,

who had actively disliked her husband's friend Gouvernail,
surprisingly discovers herself attracted to him.

She had

passionately,cl.i.scouraged his first visit, but to no avail.
Reader awareness of the secret infatuation with which she now
grapp les, ·makes her response to announcement of his second
visit wonderfully ambiguous.

"I have overcome everything!,"

she tells her husband, "you. will see. This ti.me I shall be very
nice to him." (vol. l, p. 336)
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The question of morality expands with the consideration
of Fanny in At Fault.

Mrs. Chppin' s attitude toward alcoholism

is obvious but the larger issue is the responsibility of the
people who surround her.

Fanny's will does not exert itself.

She is weak and is,therefore,· buffeted by circumstances of associa
tion with others. The moral responsibility of Th��se and David
is questioned.

Mrs. Chopin provides no definitive answer ..

Following a strict, objectively prescribed moral code can be, in
the final analysis, immoral.

Ther�se's adamant adherence to a

rigid religious code proves disastrous; and, contrary to her
belief, moral satisfaction is withheld from all _ '.fh�rese, David,
and Fanny.

The f"ault lies in a dishonest approach to the emotions

of each.
Socially dictated "Moral Codes II undergo f"urther attack in
The Awakening.

Mrs. Chopin tells her reader that Edna had instinc

tively apprehended at a very early period "the dual life _ that
outward existence which conforms, the inward life which questions."
(vol. 2, p. 893)

Attempting to measure her morality against

established standards, she admits that 11 by all codes which I am
acquainted with, I am a devilishly wicked specimen of the sex.
But so:ne way I can't convince myself that I am. 11 (vol. 2, p. 966)
One of Kate Chopin's most persistent themes is religion.
In the realistic tradition, she refuses to give a final answer
to the questions she raises on religion; or to wage all-out
attack on an institution which is of such historic vitality to
mankind.

Religion itself does not seem to be the object of her
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doubt; but often there appears the failure of institutionalized
religion to satisfy the needs of individuals who appeal to it for
solutions to emotional. conflict, as in the case of Mademoiselle
Farival.

Granted, the mademoiselle is sinful; but Mrs. Chopin

seems to share the sentiment expressed in a statement I remember
from many years ago _ that the church should be a hospital for
sinners, not a museum for saints.
In "A Sentimental Soul, 11 Mamzelle Fleurette appeals to
the accoutrements o.f the organized church; but it fails her ..
A growing awareness of her love for a married man, which she
realizes is considered a sin by her religion, leads her to seek the
counsel of the priest.

She finds herself unable, however, to obey

his co!ltI!aild to forget Lacodie or to deny the emotion she feels.
Ritualistic laws of religion cannot solve her human dilemma.
Christ urged that we must consider the heart, and Kate Chopin
must agree with Howells on the value of Christianity.

It is

the tenets of the institution which blind its perceptions of
human need.
i:A Vocation and A Voice:! is the most definitive treatment
of the conflict between human impulses and the church.

The

adolescent boy becomes aware of mysterious drives and feelings
Unable to cope with them,

within himself regarding a woman.

he enters a monastery where he passionately pursues the life
of a monk.

Yet when the voice of human icJ.pulse, that of Suzi.ma

sin.gi...,g, reaches hi� again, he leaves the life of the L�stitution
and pursues the life of the huma..�.
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The attitude which emerges

on behalf" of the author is that, by failing to recognize the
humanness in mankind, organized religion fails to effect the
solutions of which it might be otherwise capable.
Glimpses may be caught throughout Kate Chopin's works
of a conflict inherent in the traditional views of religion
as opposed to sensuality, each of which in general implication
precludes the b'bher.

The duality of the religious and sensuous

within a character is explored in 11 Two Portraits, u a meditative
piece on the future o:f a young girl.

Alberta may develop into

a nun nwith the holy glow of passion in her eyes;" or she may
become a

11

wanton whose body is made for love and who lives

accordingly. 11

Mrs. Chopin advances the point that the seeds of

either possibility exist within the young girl and that only
the germination will show which route her nature will follow.
When the sensuous and the religious are placed in conflict in
'' A Vocation and A Voice, 11 the young man ultimately chooses
the flesh rather than the spirit )4
By the time she wrote The Awakenin$, Kate Chopin seems
to have come to a conclusion regarding the diverse traditions
o:f religion and sensuality.

Madame Ratignolle is the perfect

wife and mother in her dedication to, and satisfaction with, the
conventional role of women.

She is Mrs. Chopin's one character

who has combined, without conflict, both the qualities; so that
she is described as a "sensuous Madorm.a." (vol. 2, p. 891)
The institution of marriage cor.ies under increasing scrutiny
through the progress of Kate Chopin rs writings.
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Per Seyerstad' s

biography i.."lforms us that Mrs. Chopin began writing after the
death of her husband.

All available evidence indicates that her

marriage was happy; yet some of her strongest themes center on
She moves progressively

the frustrations of married women ..

from a scrutinizing analysis of the .female lot in marriage to
a profound examination of the female. right to emotions and
individuality.
The ho�of the realistic tradition requires that all
of life be considered.

Kate Chopin therefore treats, at least

superficially, those women who are happy in their marriages.
Mentine in ttA Visit to Avoyelles ., 11 though seemingly pitiful. in
the reader I s eyes, exemplifies the happy, satisfied woman in
the conventional role of wife and mother.

Her husband Jules

Trodon is a slave-master but she is content as his hard-working
wife and the mother of his children.

Adele F.atignolle, the

antithesis of Edna Pontellier in The Awakening. is beautiful
in her dedication to her husband and children and in the happiness
she experiences within the institutionalized framework of marriage.
Howells' insistence that Realism produce an ethical
effect, that it pose the question of morality, comes into view
when we look at Mrs. Chopin's treatment of the marriage theme ..
Howells does not require an answer to the moral question and
Mrs. Chopin does not provide one.

Fer Seyersted has stated his

concurrence with George Arns' observation that, in this area,
"she is 'unwilling to extract a final truth. 1 ,,35
AthenaYse is unhappily married to Cazea� and, with her
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brother's help, leaves him to live at home.

Her parents feel

she must return to her h)tsband and Cazeau reclaims her.

Later

she escapes to Mew Orleans, her flight aided again by her brother.
Cazeau realizes that his marriage will never be satisfying unless
Athena"rse wants to live with him so he does not pursue her this
time.

She finally realizes she is pregnant and chooses to return

to Cazeau, finding that her whole being can now respond to her
husband.

Here Athena!se's attack on the institution of marriage

is offset by her return to Cazeau, and her parents I belief in
male authority is balanced by Cazeau's loss of absolute faith
· i·t • 36
in
When Edna Pontellier realizes in The Awakening that she
can never be spiritually free within the framework of marriage,
she must die.

She cannot live out the kind of life she realizes

would be the result of her 00mpleted self-awareness, one which
would move her from one lover to another.

The institution of

marriage is not mutable and presents the insurmountable obstacle
to the contL.�uation of her life.
Progressively Hrs. Chopin's writings move from marriage
into the dominant theme of female emancipation.

1

Tite Reine

finds it necessary, in •· In Sabine/' to break the lock held by
her husband.

She is unhappy with the social isolation in which

he has placed her as well as the cruelty to which he has
subjected her.
means of escape.

When Gregoire Santien comes, she discovers her
Significantly, at this point, the salvation

�Ts. Chopin provides lies in the presence of a man.
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11

female.

Athenaise·1 represents further developDent of the independent
It is true that her two flights are dependent on a man,

her brother.

Unlike

1

Tite Reine, who is spiritually dependent on

Grego ire, Ath�naise is a free spirit who goes in search of help
rather than waiting for it to come to her.

The wisdom of Cazeau

in finally realizing and accepting her demands for spiritual.
freedom proves beneficial to both.

It is precisely because

Ath6na'ise chooses to return to him that both can be happy, thus
making the marriage secure.
The major theme which surfaces early, and which gains
momentum with each appearance throughout the wrks of Kate
Chopin, is the right of women to that individuality which is
denied them by a society which insists upon their existence
within the shadow of man.

She "appears to favor female emanci

pation, not the 'quasi-emancipation' she authorially attributes
to women showing their protest by wearing strange clothes, but
the true, inner kind of growth and independence. 11 37 The first
three stories developed around this theme _ 11 Euphrasie 11 which is
now entitled r!A No-Account Creole, 11
Point at Issue! 11

_

11

Wiser Than a God, 11 and 11 A

set forth the issue of woman's spiritual

emancipation, which reached its apex in her final publication,
The Awakening.
Euphrasie, of

11

A No-Account Creole, 11 is the dutiful

daughter and loyal fiancee.

She is engaged to Placide Santien

when William Offdean arrives in the story.

It becomes progressively

obvious that she and Offdean are falling in love.
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Yet Euphrasic

abides by her betrothal until Placide realizes she loves Offdean
and frees her from her vows.

It is Placide, not she, who deter

mines her freedom to choose a husband.

She abides by the precepts

of traditionally feminine womanhood and "accepts the role of the
passive, self-obliterating object."

She makes no attempt to

influence her fate.38
Mrs. Chopin's second story on the female condition is
11

Wiser Than a God. 11

Unlike Euphrasie, Paula Von Stoltz exercises

the freedom to choose the course of her life.

She loves George

Brainard who wants to marry her; but she also loves her music
and realizes that her two loves will prove incompatible.

Forced

to a decision, Paula resists the passivity which she fears would
be forced on her by marriage and pt1rsues that course which eventually

leads to her development as "an internationally reno'W!led pianist. 11 39
Eleanor Faraday, in

11

A Point at Issue, 11 represents a

compromise of those traits exhibited by Paula and by Euphrasie.
With her husband Charles,
not subject to

11

she has agreed upon an open marriage,

precedential methods • 11

favors their attempts at making

11

Kate Chopin obviously

innovations in marriage; 11

but she is aware also of the threatening and imposing presence
of '' fundamental impulses, such as jealousy, and notions, such

as that of male supremacy. 1140

In the end, both Eleanor and

Charles fall prey to old-fashioned jealousy, which the intellect
is powerless to combat.

11

There are certain thi..rigs," Eleanor

says, "which a wor.ian can't philosophize about." ( vol. 1, p. 58)
She admits to the existence of a furtdamental emotion; thus
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introducing one facet of female emancipation - that of activated
emotion.
Seyersted mentions that Mrs. Chopin, whose women reflect
many of her greatest insights, re.fuses to violate the 1.ogic
within her heroines. .Maey-, such as Euphrasie,
to senti!Ilentality and conventional.ity. n4l

11

ma.ke no concessions

In response to the

praise for honesty given by many to a book she has read, she
points out that despite propounding rights for women, it fail.s
to include any suggestion that women possess any sexual. urges.
In this regard, Mrs. Chopin wrote in her diary that 11 truth is
certainly concealed in a well for most of us. 11

42

The theme of activated passion, which had long been ignored
by writers, became the inspiration .for many of her tales.

l?er

Seyersted mentions "A Harbinger" in which 11 Diantha 1 s eyes lose
their baby look when Bruno gives her a kiss, and she is ready to
be gathered

as a

G,,il4J flower."

(vol. 1, p. 108)

The heroine

of 11 La Belle Zora'.i:de 11 ncatches fire the moment she beholds the
stately movements of Mezor's splendid body swaying and quivering
through the figures of a dance. 11 43
Mildred Orme is Kate Chopin's "first heroine who is
awakened to both a spiritual and to a sensuous emancipation. 11 44
Vacationing on a farm, she is at first ignored by a young man,
who works there, a.�d for whom she feels a vague attraction.
Later he stirs her with a bold glance.

Becoming aggressive,

she follows hL-n fishing and when he kisses her she is awakened
to the passion with.in her.

He gives her an opport unity to
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return to the conventional modest role of woman by apologizing.
Mildred refuses the reins of traditional womanhood, however;
for it is she who has insulted herself and it is herself whom
she must forgive.

Above all that is significant in this story

is the fact that Mildred claims for herself an active role in
the passionate encaunter.45
Many of Kate Chopin's characters are not only developed
to an awareness of inner impulse but they become activated by
those passions.

Marianne,

11

The Maid of Saint Fhilippe, '' asserts

her right to choose her course though it is not a conventional
one.

Refusing ta marry and live in a traditional town, she

chooses a life of freedom among the Cherokees. 46
Eva Artless assumes an active course in the management of
her own life in Mrs. Chopin's
in One Act."

11

An Embarrassing Position. Comedy

Eva, visiting the man she admires, puts him in a

compromising position which forces him to marry her in order to
save face.

The heroine determines and pursues her own course;

but, rather than defy convention, she makes it work for her.
Mamzelle Aurelie has chose a traditionally masculine
existence in i:Regret, 11 and has consistently asserted her right
to rebel against the traditional role of woman_ that of wife
and mother.

It comes as no greater surprise to her than to the

reader that the conventional female impulses have been present,
thougr. :ior.nant, within her.

Caring for her neighbor's children

arouses the maternal instincts that force Mamzelle Aurelie to
admit regret that she never bore children.
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She has been victimized

by her con.flicting emotions.
::.-rrs. Baroda demonstrates that very opposite emotions
may exist within one individual.

11

A Respectable Woaan"

explores her ability to experience both loathing and infatuation
for one person.

The seeds of both sensations are in her; but

the complexity is less than with Mamzelle Aurelie because each
is experienced at a different time.

When conflicting emotions

come into equalized combat, the complexity necessarily intensifies.
Mademoiselle Delisle,

11

A Lady a.f Bayou St. John, 11 is.

representative of individual complexity.

Young and immature,

she considers giving up her husband, who is off fighting in Virginia,
for the lover who is right at hand.

When she learns of her husband I s

death, however, she rejects the lover upon the realization that
her husband has never been as alive to her as now.

By his death

The motives and emotions which inspire

she is made faithful.

her indecisive and, finally, quite decisive behavior are complex
in their diversity and their conflict.
1

'Athencuse" is one of Kate Chopin's greatest achievements

in the treatment of complex moth-es and emotions for here the
conflict is intense.

Complexity is increased because the

diverse i:n.pulses which guide A thena.Tse often carry equal weight.
Spiritual emancipation and submission to marital restriction are
juxtaposed within her character.

The resolution to her dilemma

is offered by Cazeau's decision to grant her freedom to choose
the course of her life.

Her choice to ret'..h---n to her husband is

valid L� that Cazeau has realized that spiritual do:m:L"lance over

her- would lead only to a superficial relationship.

Acting upon

her own decision, Athenaise experiences, for the first time, the
arousal or passion for her husband which, had he forced her into
submission, would have remained dormant.

Kate Chopin gives

rrequal weight to the early and late Athenaise. 11 47 No absolutely
final. answer is. put forth because she refuses to destroy the
balance between the emotions which conflict in the character.
Madame Celestin is another of Mrs. Chopin I s heroines
who are allowed to choose between emancipation and adherence to
tradition.

While Athenaise reje.cts the leadership of men, Madame

Celestin is the kind of woman who allows herself to be easily
influenced by the men who enter her life.

Lawyer Paxton encourages

her to divorce her husband; her husband persuades her that she

loves and believes him. 48 The reader is left with the impression
that she will continue to sway back and forth depending upon

the influence most recently exerted upon her.

No indication

may be found that Madame Celestin is aware of any personal,
internal motivation.
Euphrasie is a blend of Athenaise and Madame Celestin.
She too is led by men} yet she is aware of her inner impulses.
While Athena'ise acts upon her emotional impulses, Euphrasie, as
Madame C�lestin, passively waits for her actions to be determined
by the men with whom she is associated.
For the most part, however, Mrs. Chopin's women will exhibit
the restless spirit which longs for escape from the confines
of traditional subordination.

Mrs. Sommers, who struggles endlessly
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for- the essentials of life for her family, succumbs to an over
mastering emotion in "A Pair of Silk Stockings."

Having unexpectedly

received a large amount of iooney, she carefully plans the essentials
for which it will be spent.

The silk stockings strike some long

somnolent chord deep within her and by the time the money is
si;ent, Mrs. Sommers is in possession of l.uxuries rather than
essentials.
Honest emotion seems to be sufficient justification for
the sell-asaertive direction adopted by many of Mrs. Chopin rs
heroines.

Dorothea abandons her fiance when he becomes ill and

she realizes that marri age would transform her into a mere
nurse.

Mamzelle Fleurette, who without success has tried to deal

with the moral. is:s.ue o.f loving a married man, eventually succumbs
to her own conscience which, contrary to the preachments of
religion, justifies the free rein of emotion.
Athena'ise acts upon emotion both when she leaves her
liusband and again when she returns.

That which prompts her to

leave Cazeau is the spiritual demand for freedom.

She returns

when knowledge of her eJq:ected child arouses the instincts of the
traditional wife and mother.

Athena!se, though victim to

conflicting emotions, is self-asse:t:tive in her insistence upon the
right to choose the directions of her life.
At Fault gives us an opportunity to contrast the consequences of action which is based on honest eootion and action
which is not.

Fanny is honest about remarriage to David.

Her

statement that 11 it l-lCuld be the same thing over again n (vol. 2, p. 778)
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proves prophetic.

David, on the other hand, reveals a lack of

perception in his declaration that it would be different because
he would be dilferent.

Fanny possesses self-awareness; David

does not.
Mrs.. Mallard, in "The Story of an Hour," feels a liberating
freedom upon news of her husbandrs death which extends so far
as to strengthen her after years of suffering a weakness of
the heart. When her husband walks through the door, very much
alive, the heart problem intensifies to the point of ki1Jing
her.

Kate Chopin apparently feels that her hour of spiritual

emancipation justifies her existence; for in that hour she has
experienced awareness of an inner being which had been forced
by convention into dormancy.
Emotion is not required to reach lofty heights.
its own justification for existing.

It is

Passion can, therefore,

exist without love.

In "The Storm" Calixta and Alcee share a

pleasant interlude.

They realize, as Edna Pontellier later comes

to do, that sexual urge may exist on its own, outside the deeper
emotional involvement of love.

Unlike Edna's, however, their

lives will go on in the same wa y.

Both are equally capable of

accepting their actions on the basis of honest emotion, free from
any attending feelings of guilt.
Awakened passion, as all other elements of Realism,
enjoys Kate Chopin's finest expression in The A.wakening.

In a

minor confrontation with his wife, Nr. Pontellier reminds her that
it is a ''mother's place to look after the children." (vol. 2, p. 885)
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Edna begins to feel

11

an undesirable oppression" which

whole being with a vague anguish." (vol .. 2, p. 886)

11

filled her

Representing

the loneliness of her spiritual solitude is the vision which is
alw�s incurred by a special musical rendition_ that o:f a naked
man 1'standing beside a desolate rock on the seashore" with an
attitude :1 of hopeless resignation. 11 (vol. .. 2, p. 906)
this ti.me, however, developed beyond visions

11

0:f solitude, of

hope, of longing or of despair" to the point that
passions themselves- were aroused within her soul. 11
Pr 906)

She has, by

11

the very
(

vol.

z,

After Mademoiselle Reisz. 1 musical. performance has inspired

the sensation of those intense emotions., Edna goes swimming..

The

darkness of night and the vastness of the ocean conspire to
awaken a feeling "as ii some power of significant import had
been given her to control the working of her body and her souL.""
(vol. 2, p. 908)

Here the reader is first exposed to the germ

of that theme which w:ill develop throughout the rest of the novel
by the consistency that moves it forward, despite the intrusion
of conflicting influences _ tha.t of an "inner kind of" growth and
independence, 11 49 which Mrs. Chop"'n obviously favors.
Edna is becoming aware of her emotions and of the fact
that much of her previous behavior has been guided by unthin.ld.ng
ha.bit.

Following the swim that night, Le'once tells her to come

inside the cottage but she refuses, preferring to remain outside
on the hammock.

The newly aroused sense of freedon: and of control

over herself inspires her to follow her impulses.
Robert Lebrun, son of the proprietress of Grand Isle, has
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sparked an uneasiness and a restlessness in that spirit which is
coming alive; but it is only when he suddenly leaves for Mexico
that Edna realizes she is losing what her "newly awakened being
demands.'' (vol. 2, p. 927)

Edna becomes increasingly aware of her

own motives and begins acting on the basis of inner impulses
instead of by habit.

Only honest adherence to internal emotion

would lead her to comment to her husband, of all people, that
11 1

a wedding is one of the most lamentable spectacles on earth.

111

(vol. 2, pp. 948-949)
One of Edna's most profound revelations lies in the discovery
that physical impulses may exist on a level less lofty than that
of love.

11

Alcee Arobin was absolutely nothing to her, 11 yet his

presence has aroused impassioned emotion within her. (vol. 2,
pp. 960-961)

She finally abandons herself to the animaJistic

drives which have been aroused and Arobin's kiss is the first
"of her life to which her nature had really responded.!! (vol. 2,
p. 967)

With the instincts of the impassioned predatory animal,

he had detected in Edna !!the latent sensuality, which unfolded
under his delicate sense of her nature's requirements like a
torpid, torrid, sensitive blossom. 11 (vol. 2, pp. 988-989)
Robert Lebrun eventually returns from Mexico but carefully
avoids Edna.

Finally meeting him cy--accident, she accuses him of

disregard for her feelings L"l a state:nent which strongly
emphasizes her in...,er growth and independence.
'' I suppose this is what you would call unwomanly;
bu.-t I have got into the habit of expressing my::;elf.
It doesn't matter to me, and you may think me
unwomanly if you like." (vol. 2, p. 990)
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Robert is reluctant to reveal his love :for Edna, feeling
that it "can result in nothing .. " (vol. 2., p. 990)

Edna then

becomes the aggressor with the "voluptuous sting'' of a kiss,
further taking the initiative where he will not. {vol. 2, p•... 991.)
She thus frees his voice and he tells of his dreams of making
her his wife, dreams which he calls "demented" because she
belongs to Leonce Porrtellier.

Notice E.dna 's reply:

"You have been a very, very foolish boy, wasting
your time dreaming of impossible things when you speak
o:f Mr... Pontellier setting me free! I am no longer
one of Mr. Porrtellier's possessions to dispose of or
not. I give myself where I choose. If he were to
say, 'Here, Robert, take her and be happy; she is
yours, 'I shoild laugh at you both." (vol. 2, p. 992)
At this point, Edna's independence from her husband is
complete.

There remains, however, the matter of her children

and she is immediately reminded of this responsibiJ.ity as she
assists Madame Ratignolle in the birth of her baby.

She must

remember the innocence of her own two little boys.

Her totally

awakened being now informs her of her destiny.
She had said over and over to herself: "To
day it is Arobin; to-morrow it will be some one
else. It makes no difference to me, it doesn't
matter about Leonce Pontellier _ but RaouJ. and
Etienne! 11 She understood now clearly what she
had meant long ago when she said to Adele Ratig
nolle that she wouJ.d give up the unessential,
but she wouJ.d never sacrifice herself for her
children. (vol. 2, p. 999)
Edna becomes despondently aware that she will be forever
alone and that she will be enslaved by her children.

She walks

down to the beach.
The voice of the sea is seductive never ceasing,
whisperi ng , clamoring, murmuring, inviting the
..
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soul to wander in abysses of solitude. (vol. 2,
p. 999)
Edna walks naked into the sea and begins to swim further
and further outward , remembering Mademoiselle Reisz' words of
11

the courageous soul that dares and defies. 11

Finally,

11

the shore

wa3

(

vol. 2., p. 1000)

far behind her , and her strength was

gone." (vol. 2, p. 1000)
Edna Pontellier personifies not only the independence of
the emancipated female but also the morality which Howells and
Kate Chopin require of their characters.

She is unwilling to

sacrifice her independence for her children or to sacrifice her
children for her independence.
In summarizing the influence of Realism on Kate Chopin,
let us begin by observing, along with the late Grant Knight,
that the 1890 's, during which Kate Chopin published The Awakening,
was a period when "causes were being battled with a fervor that
demanded that novelists should look things in the face and tell
what they saw. 11 5°

Tracing the development of that Realism for

which William Dean Howells fervently strove, he finds that
a beginning had already been made. The whole
local color school ••• was a step in the direction
of faithful presentment of scene, event, and
person. 5 1
Even though Per Seyersted, who has done the most detailed biograph
ical research on Kate Chopin, presents no evidence that she was
directly influenced by Howells' struggle to advance the cause
of Realism we have found that her writings reflect those principles
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which Howells outlined.
Indeed, those characteristics which Howells attributes to
the realistic mode beco.:ne glaringly evident in Mrs. Chopin's
works.

For the most pa.rt she avoids the vague, choosing instead

to deal in actualities.

Her tales are simple and natural reflections

of what she honestly sees, scientific in approach and detail.
She makes few suggestions to her readers; she allows them to
interpret the facts.

Having begun to write during the Local

Color period, Kate Chopin was accustomed to dealing with the
commonplace.

Her characters, plots, and scenes are drawn from

actual life and succeed in Howells' requirement that they be
lifelike.

She leaves off the shine, stating that her attempts

to polish her stories had always proved disastrous.
In the area of tastefulness, upon which Howells insists,
we discover that Mrs. Chopin shows greater courage than does
Howells.

She penetrates facets of life which he avoids_

violence, divorce, sex, and especially sexual urges in women.
Where he exhibits taste i..., avoidance, she exhibits it in treat
ment.

Careful handling of delicate matters insures that no

modern reader is offended.

It must be pointed out, however,

that the theme of sexual awareness in The Awake ning so shocked
the public of the 1890 1 s that it, in turn, ostracized and
obliviated the author.
Kate Chopin's realistic tales prove that subject matter
may be drawn from life and from nat-..ire and that it may i...�deed be
cornmo:i.place.

She dea.2.s L"! open plots which reveal themselves
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themselves through a blend of panorama and. scene.

In these aspects.,.

she follows closely the recommendations of Howells.
Howells emphasizes the importance of characterization in
As he

Realism, subordinating all other elements including plot.

recommends, Mrs. Chopin interests her readers in a character by
creating a sense of shared experience.

As in plot, we find

characters revealed through panorama and scene.

In most of her

works, they speak the language of ordinary people.

Looking further,

we discover that the language reflects the psyche of the individual
character.

The necessity for psychological develoµnent _

attention to the motives and emotions _ of her characters has
been more than adequately satisfied.

She has given emphasis to

morality, agreeing with Howells I analysis of its dependence on
the will of the individual.

Much that she stresses in morality

represents courageous pioneering of the realistic frontier.
The Realism movement opened wide the doors to theme.
In theory, at least, nothing was taboo.

Therefore we find our

pioneer penetrating the field of religion and morality.
examines marriages, satisfactory and unsatisfactory.

She

Above all

else, she bombards her readers with the right of women to accept
and act on their emotions, and especially their right to individual
lives, outside the shadows of men.

We must be aware that in her

choice of themes }1rs. Chopin demonstrates great courage for her
time.
In general, the realistic thrust of Kate Chopin 1 s writing
climbs undeniably to its supreme accomplisl1ment in The Awakening.
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Tr..e individual elements, the seeds of which sporatically appear
earlier, read: .their greatest expression here.

The weight gj_ven

by Howells to each principle is in perfect balance.

The totality

of the achievements of Mrs. Chopin - in the particulars and in
their balanced unification _ is a novel of magnanimity in the
entire realm of realistic fiction.
It is generally accepted among critics that William Dean
Howells waged an effective battle for Realism; but that he himself
often failed to apply to his fiction, with effectiveness or
consistency, those principles he advanced in his criticisms.
Hopefully some day a comparative judgement will be made on the
effectiveness of Howells' realistic fiction and that of Kate
Chopin ,. especially The Awakening.
·we are brought back to the necessity for assumptions with
which to bind together Kate Chopin and William Dean Howells in
their common endeavor to promote Realism.

We certainly have no

evidence that Mrs. Chopin remained unexposed to Howells I writings;
on the other hand, we have no evidence to validate the assumption
that she did read them.

Whatever the specifics, the point is mute.

Her writing embodies those principles he propounds and balances
them in his recommended proportions.

The least that can be

assumed is that, whether one was directly influenced by the other,
both were concurrently subjected to the same influences affecting
trends in literature - influences which :n1y have originated in
Europe, as has been suggested, or at home; but which, in either case,
were tempered by American attitudes and tastes.
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CHAPI'ER III

NATURALISM

In preceding chapters we have seen that the evolution of
literary trends reflects the fast changing social and scientific
developments which have, in essence, been responsible for the
shifting balance of e!Ilphasis with which Kate Chopin approached
literature.

Local Color, although sentimental in approach, was

often realistic in detail, and thus fostered the tendency to
look society in the face and faithfully present what it saw.

The

emphasis of Realism developed from that tendency to an insistence
upon the traditionally scientific treatment which furthered
honesty and truthfulness in literature.

The evolutionary thread

of the scientific approach is that which Zola's Naturalism picks
up and !!lakes the basis for the developing philosophy which was
to beco�e central to writers working within this mode.
William Dean Howells' theories of Realism. had been rooted

in the e!llergence of democracy, which had tended to equalize men,
and in science, which had begun to explore the mechanics of the
human being ..

The Naturalists are to look YllQn man as purely

mechanical, the product of his heredity and enVlironment.

Where

Howells is content with stating the dilemmas of the human condition,
the Naturalists seek to solve these dilemmas through scientific
explanations.

Where Howells is content with merely describing

man's actions, Zola continues to a logical conclusion.

Naturalism

becomes, then, an evolutionary finger o.f Realism, shifting
the balance of thought from

Ilcm

as a spiritual mechanism to man

as a physical machine which could eventually be explained
scientifically.
It is the purpose of this ,. the third section of my study,
to establish the theory of Naturalism as it was advanced by
Emile Zola, and, at the same time, examine the works of Kate
Chopin with an eye focused on possible hints that she was moving
in the direction of this literary mode.

Edward Stone writes

that uNaturalism'' is a term which was applied to •1 artistic
technique as well as intellectual content, 11 1and in this section,
I will deal with both, all the while keeping in mind the relation
ship of the theory and the technique to the works of Yi.rs. Chopin.
Since she had serious reservations with regard to one of Zola's
main literary precepts, I will begin with the technique and
proceed to the philosophy, with which she felt more coltfortable.
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TECHNIQUE

Zola set .forth the literary technique of the Naturalist
movement in "The Experimental Novel, 11 which was much influenced
by Dr. Claude Bernard's Introduction to the Study of Experimental
Medicine.

An "observer," explains Bernard, is one who "applies

the process of investigation in the study of phenomena which
he does not vary .. "

His explanation of the observer is reminiscent

of Howells' Realism, especially of the authorial technique of
presenting a character in flux instead of attempting to complete
a portrait.

Howells makes much of the author I s position as

observer-, of his responsibility to simply record what he sees.
Never does he charge the Realist to vary or alter what he observes.
Dr. Bernard progresses, however, to an explanation of the
11

experi.!Ilentalist '' who goee beyond the role of "observer" ta

employ uthe simple and complex process of investigation to vary
or modi�y ••• the natural phenomenon" so that it appears different
from what it is found to be in .nature.2

This is the point where

Zola's naturalistic technique departs from that of Howells'
Realism.
Emile Zola adopts the scientific experimentalist m.ethoa
and applies it to the making of a novel.
We can easily see that the novelist is equally
an observer and an experimentalist. The observer
in him gives the facts as he has observed them,
suggests the point o.f departure, displays the
solid earth on which his characters are to tread
and the phenomena to develop. Then the experi
mentalist appears a."l.d introduc-es an experiment .....
He sets his characters going in a certain story
so as to show that the succession of facts will
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be such as the requirement of the determination
of the phenomena under eumination cal.l for ..
(pp. 52-53)
The technique which he prescribes starts with the observation
of a scientific fact in human nature.
the experimentalist.

The artist then becomes

He changes the circumstances surrounding

the natural phenomenon through creation of a story, recording
the variations of human reaction to the varied circumstances
within which the human must function. (pp.

52-53) A novei

becomes then a controlled scientific experiment in human relations
or in the psychological development of an individual)

Like_

the scientist, the Naturalist starts his experiment with a
specific piece of data scientifically true.

He then alters

the circumstances surrounding that fact and observes how the
data is changed or how it reacts to the controlled change of
surrounding circumstances.

The writer who fallows the steps

methodically will, Zola maintained, present to his readers
scientific knowledge of man "in both his individual and social
relations. !t

(

p. 53)

The scientific approach rises to the level

of artistry through the writer's

11

share of invention ••• the genius

in the book," his manipulation in directing natural phenomena.
(p. 53)

A work of art, according to Zola, is "a corner of nature

reflected through the author's temperament. 11 4
For all Zola's high-sou.�ding theory Kate Chopin insists
that, in at least one instance, he failed in the application
of his own prescribed formula.
/

''Emile Zola's 'Lourdes,

1"

She charges in her essay entitled

that he neglects the balance which the
llO

story, the set of circumstances, could add to his tale.

"Not

for an instant,·• she says, "from first to la.st ,. do we lose
sight of the author and his note-book ., ! 1 5

The obvious conclusion

to be drawn from her comment is that she rejects any implication
that the observer and the experimentalist come directly into
the reader's view..
a Story-Writer.,"

Let us return again to "In the Confidence of
In this essay, Mrs. Chopin tells of bow she

designed 11 The Maid of Saint Phillippe': in her mind, selecting
details to consciously build the tale of a young woman whose
strong sense of freedom refuses domination by alien governments
and leads her to live with the Cherokees where she expects to
find the greatest opportl.llli.ty to be free.
meticulously tacked together.

The story is then

Of her attempt to comply with Zola's

plan for manufacturing a story, she says,
I took notes, _ copious notes, _ and carried
them bulging in my jacket pockets, until I
felt as if I were wearing Zola I s coat. ( vol. 2,
p. 704)
This technique was disastrous, Mrs. Chopin says, for publishers
refused and friends declined to hear the story.
For the most part, Kate Chopin avoids the scientific
method in story-telling.

Generally her individual characters

unfold in their psychological manifestations throughout the
tale.

In essence she seems to reject the purely mechanical,

experimental process and to favor the gradual development of
character which results from the interrelationship of inner
forces with those of environment.

Thus, if we are to tie her

into the Naturalism school, we will have to look elsewhere
ill

than her technique.

IBILOSOHIY
The roots of realistic and naturalistic philosophy are
directly traceable to the mushrooming of scientific discoveries
and theories late in the Nineteenth Century.

Civilization

necessarily adapted to the increase in industrialization, which
resulted f'rom these scientific advances, and to its dominance of
world power.

The Realists, who insist upon presenting things

as they are, are therefore compelled to record the changes reflected
in people.

Naturalism, which A. H. Quinn calls "advanced Realism, 11 6

attempts to explain the underlying truths which Realism only
records.

The two most powerful scie.ntific influences upon

naturalistic thought are Darwin I s theory of the evolution o.f
man and Freudian theories regarding the primordial sexuality
of man.

These two scientific theories forced the rethinking

of this creature called man.

He has been toppled by science

from a position only a little lower than angels and has become
basically a biological entity.

To the Realist, man is controlled

by ethics; to the Naturalist, he is controlled by biological
passion.
Realists of the late Nineteenth Century reflect an
incr-easing sense of the li mitations imposed upon ma.'1 by his
biological past a..�d his social present.

Limitations are thus

logically imposed upon the writers of this period.

Both arms

of this limitation, however, are central to the evolving force

ll2

assumed by Naturalism: in literature.

naturalists, according

to Zola, do not try to explain the phenomena of human behavior.

---------·-- -- ----------=---------- --

They try simply to determine what these phenomena are.

Explanation

belongs to the poets and philosophers and should never be the
prerogative, nor the goal, of naturalistic writers.

'?It, ff;he

purpose of Naturalis�, is surely an object large enough to
try to know the entire mechanism of nature, without troubling
one I s self for the time being with the origin of the mechanism, rr
is the contention o� Zola. (p. 58)
'?The origin of the mechanism" Zola places squarely in the
balanced .forces of heredity and environment.
of this philosophy is that of determinism.

The first tenet
Zola contends that

man's behavior is absolutely determined by elements of his
heredity and environ:nent and that he possesses no such thing as
.free will with which to change his behavior.

It becomes possible,
2... V h o V1. JoJ2.o..T
p
v,
therefore, for science to succeed eventually in understanding

hu.'lla!l behavior through observation and knowledge of those forces
by which it is influenced.
Intrinsic to the philosophy of !'I�_t_1:!£�P:�ll!-�s the balance
of forces which are hereditary and those which are environmental.
Zola contends that both occupy a position of equal importance.
The phenomenon of hu.'U.a.n behavior reflects the coercion of man's
physi�al organs within conditions imposed by that society in
which he must biologically function.

Zola set forth these

principles in his novel, Nana, perhaps the most influential book
ever written by a Naturalist.

r:ana is an actress who is appearing
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L.� a play, The Blond Ven�s, in which she finally wins her audience
by strippi."lg on stage.

Thereafter she takes on a succession of

lovers in return for financial support, remaining .faithful to
none for over a week.

She at first rejects a few would-be lovers

but always submits when she needs more money.

This thoroughly

evil woman has used her beautiful body to degrade and destroy
ma."lY men when fate finally intercedes to destroy her.

Her son

has been stricken with smallpox and Nana contracts it during a
visit with him.

At the end of the story, her beautiful body

lies rotting in a hospital.
This work had a great influence on the American Naturalist,
Hamlin Garland.

Central to the philosophy embodied in "Crumbling

Idols" and 11 the emotional center of reference in all of Garland's
thought 1 1 is the "right and need of the individual to be freen'l
but h e is tragically unable to free himself from his heredity
and environment.

Yet both Garland and Zola insist that determinism

cannot be equated with fatalism.

Man can, they insist, act

upon the phenomena of determinism which he could not do were
he fatalistic.

The distinction lies obsc_t.g_"�ly in����ty

to ac1::_,_ though his actions are governed by the exertion of forces

C

hereditary and environmental�rather than by the presence of
some mystical aspect of the spirit called "free will."
In

11

A Point at Issue, t! Kate Chopin explores this possibility

that individuals are powerless to change certain elements in
heredity and in environment but in doing so are not fatalists.
-...i'hen Eleanor and Charles marry, they mutually declare an intention

ll4

to live independent lives, each rejecting the influence of the
other.

Eleanor feels free, theref'ore, to spend a year in Paris

learning conversational French.
increasingly disturbed

During her stay, she becomes

by letters from Charles which repeatedly

mention a young woman whose company he .frequently enjoys.

Charles

likewise suffers pangs over repeated reference, in Eleanor's
correspondence, to one certain painter with whom she keeps regular
company.

Their attempt to make unprecedented inroads into the

social institution of marriage is thwarted by jealousy which
victimizes them and renders them powerless in the battle each
wages against its emotional force.
Tante Cat 1 rinette, in the story so entitled, is likewise
placed in conflict between her natural impulses and the demands
of that society she inhabits.

We find, however, that Mrs. Chopin

feels compelled finally to allot greater importance to one or the
other of the motivational forces which bombard this character.
Tante Cat'rinette is proud to own her own home and she refuses
to relinquish it to the demands of town officials who need it
for a public project.
former master.

The home had been given to her by her

Intruding upon her adamant attitude toward keeping

her home, however, is the ill�ess of her master's daughter and
the fL�ancial straits of her husband, Mr. Raymond.
words, both of these people need Tante Cat•rinette.

In other
The inner

forces, love and concern for them, cannot be denied and therefore
eventually triu.�ph over the stance she has assumed in society.
We find other indications of Mrs. Chopin's move toward
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Naturalism in At Fault, the story of Ther�se La.firme and David
Hosmer, who love each other.

Therese views the cicatrice scarred

upon David's brow_ the result of his efforts to save Fanny,
his alcoholic wife, from the river_ as a symbol of sin.

David,

on the other hand, asks that she consider it as a symbol of the
natural forces of life, reflecting the theme of n A Point at Issue."'
Kate Chopin often denies Zola's demand for an equal balance
of heredity with environment.

She leaned, Seyersted believed,

toward environment, but it seems to me that he was wrong in at
least one instance.

!'Hrs. Mobry's Reason'' deals directly with

the factor of heredity.

�.rs. Mabry, who had repeatedly refused

marriage proposals, finally surrenders her resolve to never
marry.

The resulting marriage produces two children, one of whom

reflects a strain of hereditary insanity which Mrs. Mabry had
known existed in her biological past.

In "Miss Witherwell' s

Mistake, n however, weight is given to the environ:nent, not to
heredity.

Miss Witherwell's nieae, Mildred, has been sent to

her to forget a suitor considered u.�suitable by her parents.
Mildred is commissioned one day by her aunt to go to the local
newspaper office to proofread her column.

She is to ask

assistance from the new editor who is actually the suitor she
is supposed to forget.

After many such trips, Mildred approaches

};riss Witherwell with a hypothetical story, which is really her
situation with Roland Wilson, and a3ks her opinion on how the
story stoitld en:i.
marry.

Niss Wither-well advises that the youn;; lovers

'?he result, of course, is that Rol3..11d and l�ildred marry.

ll6

The illustration provided by these stories is tha t Kate Chopin
tends to shift the balance from either heredity or environment
and to allot greater importance to one or the other.
Zola ani Mrs. Chopin probably come closest together in
their handling of sex.

In�, Zola "tends to establish man's

lust ••. as a law of Nature, 118 and we find much less reluctance
in the works of Kate Chopin than in those of William Dean Howells
to confront these primordial passions.

This is one reason why

Per Sey ersted has paralled Kate Chopin's works with the naturalistic
movement

in

his critical biography, rather than to the realistic.

''That man I s erotic and other drives,'' he st.ates, '' are brutal is
of course one of the tenets of Naturalism.''

We may thus find

clues to Kate Chopin I s philosophical direction in the fact that
she treats sex amorally and that she does so more often than her
contemporaries. 9
Kate Chopin again concurs with Zola that primordial sexual
urges exist independent of love - a theme which she advances in
''The Storm" and, with greater Lrnpact, in The Awakening.

In

11 The

Storm,'' Calixta a..T1d Alcee had known each other before marrying
others.

The unique coincidence, a violent rainstorm, which

strands Cali.xta's husband in town

and,

at the same time, forces

Alcee to seek shelter in her home provides an opfortunity for
sexual encounter.

The a"'!lorality occurs in that each finds

pleasure in the er.co,_u1ter and neither experiences guilt for
unfaithful..�ass to 'Jlarriage vows.
In The Awakeninr,, F,dna Pontellier's awakened sense of
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an;ma]istic impulse leads her inexorably to the realization
that she derives sexual pleasure from a man who� she does not
love.

That such urges exist and that they are eventually

accepted by her as a positive tenet of nature leads to further
developments of their force in her life.

Kate Chopin pointedly

shows that Eina I s sensuous urges are inherent10 and she advances
beyond the restrictions of Howells' Realism in her literary
treatment of them.

She openly describes how Edna is aroused

by Alce'e Arobin and how she herself sets Robert Lebrun on fire
with a voluptuous kiss. Kate Chopin realizes and advances the
tenet that sex drives are separate from those of love, that
they are primordial impulses which spur man rrblindly on toward
procreation.•! 11
Edna is a physiological being try;i:ng to function in
society.

In the tradition of Naturalism, the phenomenon of

-------

--

L'lherent impulses is placed in different sociological circumstances
WI'-ere readers may ex�.{;e-th� results. --Those results reflect an

-------.---•----..-···------··-·· �.

element of deter:ninis:n.

While Mrs. Chopin still insists that

Edna exercise individual choice in directing her life, it
becomes obvious that her choice is so restricted by the dual

<J----

forces of nature and society that only one decision can be made.
The novel arrives at a point where the conclusion is aL'T!.ost the
pre-determi..�ed outcome of the physiological and sociological
forces exerted upon Edna.
The gre,:1.ter e:nrhasis in Tr..e _;wakening is en the "biological
aspe,,:t3 of woman's sit:.:.ation'' than on the "socio-economic forc,�s
ll8

shaping her life."12

Society, which Zola insists is in a constant

state of gradual change, is staid and immovable in this novel.
On the other hand, Edna's awakening occurs through that state
of progressive change dictated by the growth of self-knowledge.
Edna is aware of society.

That which she must come to understand

is the physiology of herself which influences her behavior; and
that development becomes the focus of Mrs. Chopin's treatment
in this novel.
Examination of Zola I s literary techniques, as prescribed
in "The Experimental Novel,'! reveals the advocation of conscious
plan which eluded Kate Chopin in most of her literary endeavors.
Though she occasionally lays a foundation of physiology and creates
a story against which to view the modification of the physical
being, we must accept the term "accidental" in its application to
this tenet of Naturalism.

The only consciously conceived and

executed plan she ever followed proved, by her own ad.mission, to
suffer disaster.

Her preference for the method whereby she aspired

to artistry L11.volved inspiration rather than manufacture.
·while she categorically rejects the method_prescribed by _
Naturalism, in the realrn of its philosophy we find stronger
adherence through her writings.

Zola, as stated earlier, believes

that h-3red.i..tj- an·i environment exert equal force in determ.ini.11.g tre
individual machinery of man's thought� and passions.

The pheno:nena

of }iaturalism in living things, ''.res:ilting as they de from the
mechanism of the o�gans, acting under the influence of an interior
ll9

condition, a:-e not produced in isolation or in the bare void."
(p.

55)

Ma."l, living in society,_ ne<:�§.!'�_ilJr_reflec:ts modil-ication

-----------

of natural impulses by forces of that society.
and the strictures of society are

largely

Such modification

responsible for Edna

Pontellier's final decision.
Zola agrees with the scientist Bernard that the experimenter
is the great doubter but that he : 1 doubts only himself and his
interpretations:• and that he believes in "a p::isitive principle •••
which is absolute in living beings as in inani.mat.e bodies.n (p. 53)
Thus is established the advocation of positivism

in

the approach

to literature as well as to science.
Kate Chopin rejects the relativism

which

Hamlin Garland exposed in !ICru:nbling Idols."
she fiercely charges,

1

she believes

"Human impulses,"

'do not change and ca.'1 not so long as

men ar.d women continue to stand in the relation to one another
which they have occupied since our knowledge of their existence
began.!' (vol. 2, p. 693)

Rejection of relativism necessarily

implies, and it. is clearly stated, that she accepts the positivism
which accompanies Zola's theories.

Her statement on : 1 hu:nan impul.s es::

implies also the attention which she directs toward the motivating
forces of that environment within which living beings must
function.
That height of artistic achievements which'Was to become
hers wa3 realized in the last of :-frs. Chopin I s publications,
The A.w1kcning, also the clearest indic.g,tion of a philoso:;:chic
;-:iove towari rati.u-alism.

Eina Pontellier at t i.::ies considers �
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relinquishing the reL'ls of her life.

The quality
of pessimism
---------· ... - -· . , .
-··

which persistently accompanies the determinism of the Naturalists

-------------- --

····--

--· ....

and which distinguishes them from the more optimistic Realists,
pervades the mood of this n�vel.

Possibly the solution to that

dilem:i:a which Mrs.. Chopin saJ-1 in the human condition exists in
the Eh.ilosophy of Naturalism.

-··-·�- -·--·--- ·--

At the time of this publication

she obviously still believes in one's power to direct his destiny;
but she has begun to focus on the limitations impo sed upon his
freedom by the dual forces of inner drive and social restrictions,
Edna ca.-nes al.most to the point of determinism in that the freedom
df choice, to which Kate �ho pin desperately clings, becomes so
-severely limited by those force�hich Zola has._ analyzed that

-----------••><••·· ----·-

------- -- --· -·-

Edna may really !nake only one �ec.l�i9n.

----··--

Having retired from the field of literary endeavor

following publication of The AwakenL'lg. r-xs. Chopin renders us
incap-3.ble of provL.'1g that point to which her naturalistic tenden
cies might have led her.
outward.

The dropped pebble of an idea ripples

Her last novel contains the seed of that idea whose

germi.Ii ation mi ght - had she continued to write_ have carried
Kate Chopin squarely to the center of the Naturalism movement.

,

.... ,.
.LG.1

CHAPI'ER IV

CONCLUSION

Kate Chopfr1' s artistic career span..'"l.ed three modes of
literature _ beginning in the heyday of Local Color, moving
into the realm of Realism, and finally progressing toward
Naturalism.

She was, as is anyone, a product of the influences

of her ti.me; but her capacity for independent thought and evaluation
of the dominant mfluences cast her mto the role of pioneer.
She refuses to

be

classified into any one category.

We have seen

that elements of the Local Color movement are present in her works,
that the bulk of her writing reflects the principles of Realism,
and that indications of her progression toward N�turalism are
manifest, especially in her later publications.
Kate Chopin was no less eager than any writer to

be

published, a desire naturally stronger at the o:1tset of a career.
It is, therefore, logic-3.lly obvious that her writing would renect

the tastes of the reading public.

Local Color enjoyed a popularity

commensurate with the eagerness of American society to learn
of diverse cultures within its borders and with the psychological
com.fort sought by a nation recovering from a devastating internal
conflict.

This literary technique renects the oral tradition

of Southwest Humorists, forerunners of the Local Color tradition,
but Kate Chopin rejects this tenet of the movement with only
three exceptions_ 1 'La Belle Zoraide, 1'
11

The Going Away of Liza.:,

11

With the Violin, 11 and

At the same time, Local Colorists

generally provide the reader with a pleasant ending, one which
is emotionally satisfying, and, for the most part, Kate Chopin
meets this requirement, though we find that her conclusions
gradually become less manipulated and more the natural outgrowth
of circumstances in the story.

In addition, Mrs. Chopin often

assumes, as the Local Color mode dictates, the familiarity of
a reader with the geographic location.
is used to intensify action.

Geographic setting

Indeed, to read Kate Chopin is to

become gradually acq:uainted with her region - New Orleans,
Natchitoches Parish, and the Bayou country and the people who
live there.
Spanish.

The religion is Catholic and the architecture is

A sense of place is forced strongly on the reader

r
tr.rough the abundant evidence of fertility native to the aea.

Everywhere we encou..�ter profusion of vegetation, efficient and
productive plantations, and the cultu:-e of people living in
close accord with the geographic requirements of their locale.
A.a is usually the case with Local Color, Hrs. Chopin's
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characters are stereotypes that reflect the reputation of t;r,t;-es
.found within the society _ in Mrs. Chopin I s works, Cajuns,
Creoles, and Negroes

&

Above all of the other characters, in

her Local Color stories, the Negro constantly enjoys sympathetic
It is also the Negro who in those stories gives us

treatment.

strong indications of Hrs. Chopin's love of the common people in
general.

This, in turn, leads her away from the Local Color mode -

with its explicit and implicit emphasis on class consciousness _
ta the more liberal views of Realism.
Warfel writes that !'Local Color is one type of Realism,
if Realism. be defined as a graphic delineation of actual life, "l
and thus the Local Color movement leads naturally to the movement
of Realism.

Local Color had built a foundation, and, by shifting

emphasis and further developing certain tenets, including ordinary
language spoken by ordinary folks, Realism soon becomes the
dominant mode in American Literature.

"A No-Account Creole,''

among other Chopin tales, offers a variety, not only of regional
dialects, but also of expressions which reflect the psyche of
individual characters.

The attempt to observe real events

particiF�ted in by real people, not stereotypes, led to realistic
depiction of places, instead of fairy land.

Mrs. Chopin began

to describe places as the camera ( and Howells) would describe
the�_ a blend of panorama and scene.

She allows the reader to

focus sharply on one phase of the picture but L�cludes also the
F€ripheral perception.

In additi0n, she applies the sa.11.e technique
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to bath plot and characterization.

Realistic technique demands

the scienti.fic observation of characters in
completed portrait.

nux,

rather than a

The artist must look and present what he

sees; and because he cannot see the totality of a character he
will present his readers with only that r,ortion which is apparent
at a given ti.me.

Mrs. Chopin echoes Howells in her statement

that she does not believe any writer can give a complete r,ortrait,
because of vision so limited as to exclude important elements.
inherent in that character.

She therefore avoids speculations

and conclusions, presenting only that which she has. observed,
thereby maintaining the honesty and sincerity which characterizes
all of Realism.
The subject matter of the Realistic mode is life itself.
Rowells' insistence on honesty requires integration of technique
and material.

As a Realist, then, Mrs. Chopin will treat the

coI:'llilOnplace, rather than the exceptional, and will consider any
facet .of life to be worthy of literary effort.

At the same time,

she, like Howells, insists upon tastefulness in material and in
treatment, justified by the fact that the violent and the passionate
are the exceptions, rather than the ordinary, in human existence.
At the same time, in the area of subject choice, Mrs. Chopin goes
beyond Howells' reticence.

He seldom wrote of marital conflict

or intL·r.a.cy, and any suggestion of the existence of sex is almost
non-existent.

Chopin tales, on the other hand, reflect more

open.�ess on the subject of sexuality.

Indeed, publication of

The Awakening ostracized its author because of its treatment of
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human sexuality, a subject taboo in Howells' fallowing.
Social awareness and the issues of morality assume
great importance in Kate Chopin I s works.

Howells has pointed

out that the effect of Realistic literature can be ethical.
Based upon honesty in technique and subject matter-,. the Realist
is able to draw his reader into moralistic considerations through
a sense of shared experience.

He will not necessarily provide

answers but he will present the moral dilemma of a situation.
Kate Chopin refuses to make spectators of her readers.

She brings

them, with her characters, into the story and she provides no
more understanding for the read.er than for the character hims.elf r
Therese in At Fault is only one

or many characters who are led to

a questioning of what is and what is not morally correct, and Kate
ChopL� p�ovides no more information for her reader than for her
heroine.

Thematically we find recurrences of many moral consider

ations.

Strict adherence to objective moral codes, the inability

of ritualiz.ed religion to meet hu."Ila.Il needs, the emancipatory
needs of individuals who happen to be female are recurrent themes
which suggest the author's attitude and assume strongly persuasive
powers.

These rights, however, have to be paid for_ in Edna

Pontellier 1 s case, by death.
The Realistic mode gives only mi."lor importance to plot
or story.

On the other hand, Naturalism, as prescribed by Emile

----·---� -

Zola, enlarges an:i magnifies this as_r,ecJ:, .ot the_autpor's res:r:onsi-

------

bility.

.......

Attachiri.5 ultimate importance to the scientific approach,
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Zola, in "The Experimental Novel, 11 insists that the writer must
begin with factual data regarding the character; then he must
create a story, or a changed set of circumsta.'lces, within which
the phenomenon of hwnan reaction can be studied.

Kate Chopin has

stated her rejection of Zola's technique in her essay "In the
Her one effort at Zola' a conscious

Confidence of a Story-Writer. "

creation of a story, which incidentally resembles the method
earlier prescribed by Edgar Allan Poe, is "The Maid of Saint
Phillippe' 1 and Mrs. Chopin admits to its failure at generating
interest.

Her vehement rejection of Zola would probably have led

also to a statement rejecting the philosophy of Maturalism had it
ever occurred to her that her writings would become the subject
of such scrutiny.

Yet, in the realm. of deterministic philosophy,

enough evidence is available to persuade us that her attitudes
were moving in Zola's direction.

One facet of the deterministic

philosophy is that an individual will react in accordance with
the most recent of influences exerted upon him.
Naturalis::n. is somewhat more complicated in philosophy,
however, than the above tenet would indicate.

Zola places

importance on the balance of hereditary and environ'D.ental forces
which determine the phenomena of human behavior.

It seems that

Leslie Clark has missed the importance of that balance when she
states that "Chop.in shared the prevaili..-rig naturalist theories of
the the that man was a creature of the ele�entary forces and
animalism which have always cu-ivcn hi!!'•• "2

:hough she accepts the

reality of ani.T.alistic urges as part of th-3 total being, Kate
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Chopin rejects Zola I s attitude that humans can be reduced to mere
..

--- - --·---- - -·- - ... -- --- - --·-

----- ------ =--otherwise, there is no justification for writing �

animals..

Awakening.

It is true that Edna. Pontellier must be made aware

of and .forced to accept her animalism; but she must also modify
her behavior within that society she inhabits.

Mrs. Chopin

adamantly insists upon the exis.tential right of Edna Porrtellier
to determine and direct her own destiny, even to the poi..--it of
k:iJJing herself.

Having become ful.ly aware of her need for

-

individuality, of her inherently animaJistic urges, of the fact
that sexual arousal is. possible i..--idependent of the loftier emotion
of love, and of her moral responsibilities within the dictates
of society, Edna takes her own life.

Kate Chopin's works are living evidence of her important
stance as a transitional writer. Aware of and subjected to the
. -- --------···-·· literar<J trends of her time, we see _ in the span of her career _
reflections of three major literary modes ..

Begirming in the

Local Color movement, she demonstrates all of its principles
to some extent, especially in her earlier stories.

Her capacity

for inde:pendent thought and her artistic judgement move her
quickly, however, into that Realism for which Howells waged vigorous
battle.

The bulk of her writing falls into the Realistic movement.

Qua..�titatively and qualitatively, her strictest adheren�e to any
one set cf literary principles must be defined as realistic ..

Though

we are unable to provide supportive evidence of the naturalistic
techniq�e, we can

find �irrored in her works the beg-:.Jmlllo:YS, at least,
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of naturalistic tendencies in her philosophy.

Admittedly Kate

Chopin I s :method of writing- is based upon unconscious selection,
as she has told us.

The consciousness and subconsciousness of

any writer, however :, are influenced, subtly i:erhaps, by the force
of those trends which i:ervade the literary atmosphere.

Mrs.

Chopin 1 s career, though confined to a decade, spanned three
important literary movements.

An exa.mina.tion of her works, in

light of those elements which compose each mode, provides ample
evidence by which we may justify labelling Kate Chopin as a
transitional writer of significant stature.
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